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Abstract 

This thesis will examine ways in which nonprofit or&anizations can M e r  utilize 

their resources in order to improve their ability to provide s e ~ c e  to the community. 

This thesis will develop a conceptual model integrating classic and contemporary ideas 

frorn public administration, management and economics. The importance and potential 

expansion of the concept of the entrepreneur has been overlwked in available 

contemporary Iiterature. The Iiterature has applied the concept of  the entrepreneur 

nanowly, simply as a managerial function. This thesis will suggest ways in which 

broadening the concept of entrepreneur can improve service provision in the nonprofit's 

uncertai n political, economic and social environment. 

The conceptual model begins by re-evaluating Joseph Schumpeter's 

entrepreneurship theory and placing it into the context of the contemporary nonprofit 

organization. Schumpeter's concepts will be rezvaluated in the nonprofit semng and 

used in conjunction with contemporary work to illustrate ways in which nonprofits can 

e xpand thei r entrepreneurial talent A central focus on increasing vol unteer ppRicipation 

in entrepreneurial functions will form the basis for a series of recommendations. 
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This thesis will suggest ways in which nonprofits can equip themselves for 

improved mission achievement given the increasingly constricted financial and 

ideological environment arnong govemments and the private sector. Classical theory 

from Schumpeter's concept of the circular flow and the entrepreneur will form the basis 

for a contemporary approach to viewing the capabilities of nonprofits in a new paradigm. 

The conceptual mode1 presented in this thesis will focus on expanding the role of 

volunteer participation in nonprofits to include entrepneurial lùnctions. The concept of 

the entrepreneur used in this thesis is a synthesis of ideas drawn fiom Schumpeter's 

vision of the entrepreneur combined with new insights into the contemporary 

environment of nonprofit organizations. This understanding of the entrepreneur must not 

be misinterpreted by the popular notion of the entreprenuef as simply a successfd, 

usually male, business person. 

In the rapidly changing policy arena, nonprofit organizations must find new ways 

of achieving mission if they are to succeed in this often hostile environment- New ways 

of thinking are needed to adapt to this changing environment. Most nonprofits continue 

to be modeled after a conventional business organization. Over the last centwy, the 

hndamental structures of fomal nonprofits have changed very little. Unfortunately, 

there has been little constructive research or writing about how nonprofits may change 

their organizational structure to accommodate new concepts and ope--onal cultures. 



The effects of nedibenlism, globdiPtioa rad corprate idcology on nonprofits 

Neo-liberal policy deveiopments in the last decade have reduced nonprofit 

funding from both government and the private sector. Globalhion and corporate 

ideology have constrained their abil ity to meet mission. Several factors are responsible 

for this. Increased global competition among corporations has placed pressure on 

govemments to reduce spending, and lower taxes, in order to encourage private 

investment. Policy instruments have been rernoved fiom government, as capitulation to 

international competition has undermined national regulations, crown corporations and 

market controls. The international mobil ity of capi ta1 has limited monetary controls and 

reduced governments' ability to mediate between social and commercial interests. in 

response to this pressure, government has sought ways to lower expenses, one of which 

is to reduce funding to nonprofit organiuitions. 

The prevalence of emnomic and commercial ideology and propaganda in public 

discourse has had a negative effat on community and individual perceptions of 

nonprofit organizations. The shifi to a l e s  interventionist govenunent in the late 1980's 

is a result of this attitude. in public discourse there is a general agreement that the free 

market is the best way to organize and distribute resriurces. 

These factors coincide with a growing social deficit, which has increased the 

need for seMces which can only be provideci by nonprofits Unfortunateiy, the prevailing 

attitude is such that it is unlikely that nonprofit M i n g  will improve in the near fhre. 
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The necessity for finding new resources and innovative approaches to mission 

achievement is obvious, but the challenges are formidable. The wnceptual h e w o r k  

provided in this thesis seeks ways in which this rnight be accomplished Nonprofits must 

find ways to reduce their resource dependence on govenunent and the private sector. The 

increasing involvement of  volunteers at al1 organizational levels is one approach to this 

problem. Promoting entrepreneurship among al1 staff provides a foundation for the 

continuous innovation necessary to achieve mission in a constantly changing 

environment. 

Orientation of the thesis 

Chapter two will introduce approaches used to define non profit organizations. 

Other definitions fùndamental to the thesis include the concept o f  the entrepreneur, 

mission and innovation arnong others. These will be defined contextually throughout the 

thesis. The definitions of  nonprofit include the 'legal-stmctural', 'cross national', 

' negative' and ' popular vocabulary ' definitions. Another definition will also be 

identi fied Drucker's definition of  nonprofits as 'hurnan change agents'. These 

definitions provide a variety of peqxctives that shape our understanding about the 

fùnction and purpose of nonprofit organizations in society. 

In chapter three contemporary literature *ch identifies the prominent issues and 

key wmponents of  nonprofit study will be reviewed. The litenahire review will address 

contributions fiom economics, management and public administration. Various topics 
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will be addressed including the concept of dtniism and the role of the nonprofit 

entrepreneur. Contemporary literature focushg on issues facing nonprofits in the 

Canadian policy environrnent will also be addressed- 

The themes emerging fiorn the literature revïew wiil then be cntically assessed 

The role of the entrepreneur and the need for a nonprofit conceptual fiamework will be 

emphasized. A means of broadening the existing discussion will be presented as a 

conceptual mode1 which fully integrates the concept of the nonprofit entrepreneur. 

Joseph Schumpeter's 'circular flow' and 'Entrepreneurship Theory' will be briefly 

introduced. 

Chapter four provides an analysis of Schumpeter's Entrepreneurship Theory. 

Schumpeter's placement of the entrepreneur at the center of dl economic activity and his 

circular flow model will be explained The concept of production, economic and non- 

economic subjects, innovations, bankers, capital, credit and interest will be discussed in 

the context of the circular flow. Following this, an expianation will suggest ways in 

which Schumpeter's model can be used to describe various aspects of nonprofit 

organizations. 

In chapter five a conceptual model which applies Schumpeter's business cycle 

and entrepreneurship theory to the contemporary nonprofit environrnent will be 

developed. A conceptual fhmework will be established based on the concept of the 

circular flow applied to the nonprofi t setting. 

Key as- of the Schumpeterian model that can be used to enhance nonprofit 

organizations such as the expansion of the huiction and understanding of the 



entrepreneur +ll be identified. The benefits of expanding the fùnction of the 

entrepreneur to include many persans in nonprofit organizations, including volunteers, 

will be assessed. Recommendations for expanding entrepreneurial roles in nonprofit 

organization will be outlined. 

Chapter six will sumrnarize the findings regarding the circular flow and volunteer 

entrepreneur brought forth in the thesis. This chapter will discuss the relevance and 

practicality of these concepts to al1 nonprofits, regardless of econornic, political or social 

context. The concept of the circular flow can be used as a tool to assess the impact of 

service delivery and volunteer participation. This assessrnent may illustrate the need for 

an increased role of volunteers. This requires a shiA in management style away from 

control of resources, to a management style which coordinates the activities of perçons 

within the nonprofit. The chapter will outline the areas that require greater research. A 

broad, global based analysis is needed to veri@ the concept of the circular flow and to 

compare the tempo at which mission is achieved in formal and informal nonprofits in 

developed countrïes and developing countria as well. This undertaking can serve to 

link the financiai and human resources of nonprofits in a global network to mise 

awareness and serve the global mission in a fùller manner. 



Cbapter U. Defiaing the nonprofit 

This chapter will introduce the approaches used to define nonprofit organitations. 

The characteristics of the 'legal-smictural', 'cross national', 'negative' and 'popular 

vocabulary' definitions will be identifid Each definition will be compared and 

evaluated. While these definitions are usefiil for describing the structural content of 

nonprofits, they provide limited insight into the broad purpose and role that nonprofits 

play. The following discussion of Drucker's definition of nonprofits as 'human change 

agents' should raise important questions about the huiction and purpose of nonprofit 

organizations in saciety. Other tenns such as mission, entrepreneur and innovation, and 

volunteer will be explained contextually throughout the thesis. 

Lqpl Structural Definitions 

The lep l  structural definition is essentially regulatory. Tax regulations are used 

to distinguish nonprofit organizations fiom other types of organiations. This approach 

has its origins in the taxation regulations of the United States Intemal Revenue Service 

Federal Tax Code and the Revenue Canada Incorne Tax Act These regulatory regimes 

have been put in place to help identifi organitations as nonprofits. Organizations which 

meet established cnteria obtain certain privileges. 

Organizations considered to be non profit, in the United States, faIl under tax 

codes 50 1 (c) and 50 1 (c) (4) which States that organiations are able to gain tax 



exemptions " . . . which are educational, scienti fic, nligious, charitable organizations, 

private foundations, corporations and community organizations, civic and social welfare 

organizations."' The United States Federal Taxation d e  identifies areas of srnice that 

are socially progressive. These include arts and culture, community developrnent, social 

services, religion, education and research and health tare.' 

in Canada, the legal structural definition identifies the characteristics of nonprofit 

organizations as those which are dedicated to " the relief of poverty, and the 

advancement of religion, education, and other purposes beneficial to the community as a 

whole." 

The Canadian and United States legal structural regimes primarily identie and 

characterize nonprofits by their inability to distribute eaniings. You will note the 

opposite characterizes private 'for-profit' corporations. This interpretation is illustrateci 

in Hansmann's work, where non profits are characterized as organizations "barred fiom 

distributing its eaniings with members, ofkials, directors and mistees."" Lames and 

Rose-Ac kermans provide a similar example, with nonpro fit organizations characterized 

' David L-Gies, Steven J. Ott, Jay M. Shafiitz, eds. The nonprofit Organization: Essenfia/ 
Reudings (Califomia: BrookdCok Publishing Company, 1990) ,41. 

"id. 

John Shields and B. Mitchell Evans, ''Shrinking the State: Globafi=ation and Public 
Adminisrrat ion " Refom" (Halifax: Femwood Publishing, 1998) ,W. 

" a q  B-Hansmann, "The Role of Nonprofit Enterprise" The Yule Law Journuf, (Apd 
1980) ,838; quoted in James T Bemett and James T. DiLorenzo, Unfair Commpition: Tle 
Projirs of Nonprofits (New York: Hamilton Press, 1989) , 1 1. and James C. Crimmins and 
Marky Keil, Enterprise in the NonProfir Sector (Wa~hing to~  D.C: Parmers for Liveaôle Places, 
1983 ) ,  15. 



as " private organbtions that are prohibited h m  distributhg a monetary rpsidual."' 

There are several ways to describe the differences between the legal structural 

definitions in Cariada and the United States. Quarter's fonnality-informality continuum is 

one approach. This continuum suggests an effective means of conceptualizing the 

difference between the fonnal registered and other nonprofits. Canadian nonprofits 

essentiaily openite within a formai three tiered system. The most formally limited tier, 

the registered charity, possesses charitable status with Revenue Canada. Registered 

Chanties have greater limitations on resource allocation. The second category of 

nonprotits are incorporated within a province or  temtory, but do not possess chantable 

status. These organizations are not able to offer the sarne monetary incentive to potential 

donon, however, they are not remicted by the regulations imposed on registered 

charities. The third tier is the least fomally limited of the three. It consists of many 

unregistered organizations that cany out activities within the character of nonprofits. 

The size and sape  of this third category is the least understood- 

In the U. S. nonprofit sector, there is a similar pattern of forma1 limitation; 

however, the three tiers which chanicterize the Canadian experience are wmpressed into 

two. Organizations which qualify under the regulations of the Intemal Revenue Code are 

granted charitable statu5 and regulated in a similar manner as Canadian registered 

5 James Estelle and Susan Rose-Ackerman, The Nonpro#t Enterprise in Market 
Economies, vo1.9, Fundarnenîals of Pure and Applied Economics (London: Harwood Academic 
Publishers, 1986) ,4.  

6 Jack Quarter, C a d a  's Social Economy: Co-operatives, Non-pro)ts* ami Other 
Cornmunity Enterprises. (Toronto: Jamm Lorimer & Company, 1992) , 4 1-62. 
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charities. The other nonprofits operate at two levels, either within the mainstream 

economy by @cipating in activities similar to registered charities or outside the 

fonnal, mainstream nonprofit sector, in ad hoc informa1 arrangements. 

The legal structural regulations within the nonprofit sectocs in Canada and the 

United States are similar. The tax regulations in both Canada and the United States do 

not specifically define a charity or what is charitable. This lack of specificity in 

definition results in a degree of arnbig~ity.~ In Canada, for example, the terni 'other 

purposes beneficial to the community as a whole', leaves one to ask many questions. 

Who defines wbether or not the nonprofit is beneficial to the comrnunity? Do 

interpretations shift with time? These are al1 questions which are not oAen asked and for 

which there are few answers. 

Nonprofits in Canada and the United States have the ability to offer tax receipts. 

It is argued that this practice creates demands that would not otherwise exist. These 

demands are not mirrored in any of the market tax structures. More importantly, 

organizations and participants in both wuntries have the ability and fieedom to apply for 

nonprofit status. If organizations are not accorded charitable statu, their ability to act 

within the character of nonprofits will not be reasonably comprornised by the state. 

Individuals and organizations who participate in nonprofit type activities will not be 

coerced or pressured by the state, if their activities are inside the scope of the fonnal 

legal stnictural definition. The provisions of liberal democratic fieedoms allow 

7 Douglas Campbell, The voluntary non projil sector: An Aftemative. Discussion Paper 
No. 93- 13, Govemment and Competitiveness ( School of Policy Studies: Queen's University, 
1993). 



individuals the right to act in an altnristic marner. 

The legal-stnicniral is limited as an approach. It is essentially an "artificial 

construction resulting from the political process of federal taxation." The next section 

of this paper will discuss more general cross national definitions. This discussion will 

general l y highl ight the different notions of nonpofits. 

Cross National Definitions 

Deve loping operational de finitions that are consistent across national boundPries 

is one of the greatest challenges facing international nonprofit analysis. Salomon refers 

to the problem within the curent international study of nonprofits as ' saering fiom a 

conceptual confusion', with national definitions that refer to different concepts and 

institutions. The difficulties of developing fùnctional cross national definitions 

becomes apparent when considering British, North Amencan, European, Latin Amencan 

and Japanese non profit sectors. 

In France, for example, the term 'economie socials', or social emnomy, is used. 

This term refers to institutions which in theory, work towards a wrnrnon goal of social 

8 James T . B e ~ e t t  and Thomas J. DiLorenzo, Unfair Cornpetition: The Profirs of 
Nonprofifs (New York: Hamilton Press, 1989) , 13. 

9 Lester M-Salomon and Helmut KAnheier, The Emerging Nonprofit Secfor An 
Overview. Johns Hopkins Nonprofit Sector Series 1 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1996). 3. 



mnsfonnation. 'O In reality, critics such as Quarter suggests this is not the case. He 

suggests the nonprofit sector does not have equal standing with the market and the -te. 

Rather, the latter two institutions dominate the nonprofit sector. The nonprofit 

organizations within this 'third institution', do not share a common goail of social 

transformation, but rather, focus on providing semices The focus on services is a short 

term goal, as the seMce providers are reliant on the resources available to them. Social 

transformation in cornparison, not only inciudes s e ~ c e  provision but also advocacy and 

active citizenship. 

The term which describes the Latin American/Afncan situation, Non 

Governrnental Organization (NG07s), suggests an orga~zation operating at anns length 

from governrnent. However, outside of the Latin American/Afncan context NGO is 

use. to describe religious orders, churches, nonprofits groups and others. " Because the 

term is applied broadly, it is difficuit to establish its meaningful parameters. 

Comparativel y, the Japanese ' koeki hoj in' has the most unique arrangement. 

Organizations which seek nonprofit status must demonstrate a substantial asset base, 

resulting in a nonprofit sector consisting of large corporations with substantial assets. 

Unlike some countries which have a nonprotit sector comprised of small, medium and 

'O The critique provided by Quarter (1992) examines the North Amencan social economy 
in particular, however, his discussion of the term is appropriate for the discussion of the 
economie sociale in France. 

" Jeanne Wolfe and William Jay, "The RevolMng Door Third Sector Organhtions and 
the Homelessness," in Housing the Homeless and Poor: new Partnerships among the Private, 
Public, and Third Seclors eds. George Fallis and Aiex Murray (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press., 1 990). 
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large organizatiom, the Japanese have a -or which is small in number. The Japanese 

approach is unique because nonprofits in other areas, such as North America, have to 

demonstrate a relation to a socially desirable activity. The Japanese, appear to be overly 

reliant on financial assets, rather than socieâai benefits. 

Salomon protides one solution to deal with this cross national dilemma He 

suggests that a workable cross national definition shodd group organizations which 

". . . .are formal ly constituted, separate fiom govenunent, nonprofit seeking, self 

goveming, and volunîary to some degree." " Even with this clarification, it is still very 

difficult to compare nonprofits cross nationally. Nonprofits are difficult to define in the 

context of what they are, hence they have traditionally been defined by what they are not, 

negat ive de finitions. A discussion of negative de finitions will fol10 W. 

Nega tive Definitions 

Since nonprofits have traditionally been defined by what they are not, it is 

important to discuss the concept of the 'negative definition'. First, it should be stressed 

that other institutions, namely the market and state, are described by what they are, and 

rarely described by what they are not. Secondly, although negative definitions may seem 

to simplify the complex business of classifjing nonprofits, in fact they complicate the 

task. 

lZ Lester M. Salomon and Helmut KAnheier, The Emerging Nonprofi sectoc An 
Overview. Johns Hopkins Nonprofit Seaor Series 1 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1996) , xvii. 
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Traditionally, the market has been defined as an institution cornprised of acton 

with varying degrees of monetary power. The level of power and influence of these 

market actors is used as a measmement tool. However, when attempts are made to 

define the nonprofit sector, the positive definitions based on activitia which accurately 

reflect the market and state are transformed into negative definitions. One example of 

this approach is provided by Anthony and Young who define a nonprotit as "an 

organization whose goal is something other than earning a profit for its owne r~ . . . . "~~  

The negative definition is a popular means of describing nonprofits. But as 

critics, such as Drucker illustrate, the negative definition is very misleading. For Drucker, 

"it only makes a difference for the tax collecter that a hospital, for exampie, is nonprofit 

or for profit."14 Further to this, he ad&, it is difficult if not impossible, to define 

something by what it is not. The popular usage of the terni nonprofit provides another 

way to define the nonprofit. A discussion of the 'definitions derived fiom popular usage' 

wil l  follow. 

Definitions derived fmm popular usage 

Many of the works in the body of nonprofit litcranire provide a reference to 

popular understandings of nonprofits which are found in nwnerous sources, namely 

" Robert N. Anthony and David W. Young, "Characteristics of Nonprofit Organizations" 
in The Nonprofit Organi=ation: Essential Reodings eds. David L-Gies LSteven Ott and Jay M. 
Shafntz (California: Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, 1990) , 2  16. 

" Peter F. Dnicker. The New Reaftties (New York: Harper & Row, 1989). 198. 
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dictionaries. These definitions support an argument for, or  against the existence of the 

term non profit. However, this approach is used inconsistently. There is a great deal of 

discontinuity and disagreement among contributors. 

Anthony and Young, &er a caretùl analysis of numerous dictionaries and 

reference sources, are unable to find a listing for the term 'not for profit'. l5 They 

recognize that the interpretation o f  the terms not for profit and nonprofit Vary within the 

United States. However, in the existing literature, these terms are used interchangeably to 

describe the sarne type o f  organizations. There are numerous examples that demonstrate 

a lack of agreement of the terni nonprofit within our vocabulary. l6 

Conclusion: Drucker's 'buman change agent' 

There are a nurnber of ways to define or conceptualize the nonprofit Although 

they provide insight into our understanding, each of  the definitions has inadequacies and 

limitations. Most importantly, they do not address the main purpose and function of 

non profit organizations. A better definition is provided by Drucker, who defines these 

organizations as "human change agents." " This definition lwks  at organizations, not 

I 5  The sources include Black's Law Dictionary, Kohler's Dictionary for Accountants, 
Websters Dictionary, Funk and Wagnails, and the Amencan Heritage Dictionary. Robert N. 
Anthony and David W. Young, "Characteristics of Nonprofit Organïzations" in The Nonprofit 
Orguniz~ion: Essential Readings ads. David L.Gies JSteven Oa and Jay M. Shafiitz 
(Cal ifornia: Broo WCole Publishing Company, 1 990) , 2  1 6-235. 

I6 McLaughlin (1986) pre dates the work of Anthony and Young (1988). 

l 7  Peter F. Drucker, The New Reulities (New York: Harper & Row, 1989), 198. 
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in tems of their structural content, but raîher, their purpose. It focuses on the hurnan 

impact these organizations have on individuals and on society in general. Unlike other 

definitions, Dnicker's reinforces the ideals on which nonprofits are based, and focuses on 

the actions of these organizations. His definition poses the question, What is the purpose 

for the existence of these organizations? The answer, "to change the hurnan condition", 

refocuses our understanding so we can begin to see the outcomes and results of 

nonprofits as  a primruy characteristic of them. 

Although DNcker's definition is cornpehensive, it poses difficulties when 

distinguishing which entities fit into a nonprofit mode1 fiom those which do not. For 

example, there is a social entity that rneets the criteria of Dnicker's definition, yet is 

rarely referred to as a nonprofit. This social entity is a hurnan change agent, existing 

somewhere between the market and the state. There are legal regdations which govem 

them, and they have regional differences. The one unique featute wich separates this 

entity fiom most nonprofits is that it is defined by what it is, rather than by what it is not. 

The entity in question is a family; an institution not commonly associateci with a 

contemporary definition of a nonprofit orgarüzation. The 'family' fits Dnicker's 

interpretation, but raises doubts about the utility of this approach. 'This example 

illustrates how the concept of human change agents can be applied to many different 

aspects of society, many of which are not consîdereâ nonprofit organizstions. 



This chapter consists of two paits. The fim part is a review of contemporary 

literature that provides the r d e r  with a discussion of the key wmponents of nonprofit 

study as well as the prominent issues. These issues are addressed h m  a v&ety of 

di fferent perspectives including economics, management and public administration. In 

the second pan of this chapter, 1 will identie and critically assess the themes emerging 

from this literature. 

Part One: A Review of Coatemporary Litenture 

The review of contemporary literature will begin with the concept of altruism. 

Following thereafter is a discussion of the entrepreneur in relation to nonprofit 

organizations. A discussion of economic and historical perspectives will follow. Selected 

management theory will be discussed, fwusing on Drucker's contributions. The later 

sections of the literature review will examine contributions fiom public administration. 

This body of literature provides a contemporary account of nonprofit relationships with 

government and the market. mese works also illustrate the role that nonprofits play 

within the broader policy framework of the Canadian state. 

In the article, Whar is A h i s m ,  Wolfe looks at concept of altruism as it relates to 
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nonprofits. '' Altruism is a tenn used to describe how and why people act to help others. 

He stresses that no single theov wilf explain human behavior, but rather, theory must be 

flexible enough to recognize the complexity of its objectives. Explanation is best 

achieved through the development of a plmlistic mode1 that allows social scientists to 

use many different tools, techniques and methods to further their understanding of how 

people act- 

In his introduction, Wolfe identifies a lack of cohesiveness within the study of 

altruism. Literature on altniism has come fiom many different fields of inquiry, resulting 

in confusion about its source and meaning. 

Altruism 

The author assesses three approaches used by social scientists to explain altruism. 

The first, behavioral altniism cornes fiom the field of psychology. Altruisrn is 

understood as a 'genetic switch' , and as a product of pre or unconscious behavior. Wolfe 

notes that psychologists are moving away fiom this type of explanation for individual 

behavior, yet this approach dominates social science analysis. Wolfe suggests that social 

scientists should rnove beyond this approach in order to b d e n  their analytical 

perspective. 

Motivational altruism is the second approach. it approaches the study of altruism 

Alan Wolfe, "What is Altniism" in Privaîe Action andthe Public Good eds. Walter W. 
Powell, and Elisabeth S. Clemens (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998). 3646. 



fiom an individudistic standpoint, reducing a11 actions to emotional appeal. Here, a 

clear distinction separates the pnvate and public realms, however, as Wolfe notes, this 

clear distinction does not always exist. 

The third approach, environmental altniism, uses the naturai or edogical 

environment to explain altnrism. As Wolfe notes, this approach is a polar opposite of 

behavioral altruism's 'genetic switch'. This approach concentrates on culture and social 

institutions. Altruism is viewed as a variable which is activated at certain times. 

However, as Wolfe notes, this approach relies on a narrow set of assumptions. 

Another perspective on altruism is found in Ackerman's Altmism. Ideologicai 

Entrepreneurs and the Nonprofit Finn. In this work, Ackeman presents a theoretical 

explanation for the existence of charitable giving and nonprofit flrms in rnixed 

econom ies. 

Utility Fuactioas 

In explaining why people give to charitable organizations, Ackerman 

emphasizes the importance of an economic concept, utility tùnctions. Just as there are 

countless individual utility fùnctions, there are various reasons why people give money to 

charities. Ackeman bnefly discusxs some of them. She suggests 'the act of giving 

itself is one reason. People value their own acts of charity and get a 'wam glow' hom 

19 Susan Rose-Ackennan, Wtruism, ideological entrepreneurs and the non-profit tirni," 
Voluntas 8, no.2 (1997) : 121-134. 
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their marginal contribution. Inter generational values are another explmation for 

charitabie giving. 

Subsequently, the author looks at why people give to nonprofits and not to 

for-profit organizations. in private firms, giAs can be used for profit seeking ventures. In 

the nonprofit fim, this activity is illegal and donations must be used for non-residual 

purposes. This gives people confidence that donations to nonprofits witl be used for their 

intended purpose. 

Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship Thcory 

Ackerrnan seeks to answer why nonprofits exist in mixed economies. She 

believes the answer to this is found in the ideological cornmitment of the nonprofit 

entrepreneur, the ideologue. Ackerman's discussion of the ideologue begins a new 

section in this literature review which focuses on how the entrepreneur and 

entrepreneurship theory relate to nonprofit organizations. 

Ackerman defines the ideologue as a prson who has "...strong beliefs about the 

proper way to provide a particular service. He or she espouses an educational philosophy, 

holds religious beliefs that imply certain fonns of service delivery, or subscribes to a 

particular aesthetic or psychological t h e ~ r y . " ~  

Organizations nui by an ideologue have two advantages in a cornpetitive, mixed 

economy. They are quality control and product differentiation. Quality control is the 

'O ibid., 125- 126. 
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quality of product produced by the organization and made available to the consumer. A 

firm run by an ideologw will hire individuals with similar views. By doing this, the 

ideologue is able to ensure that the end mult will meet certain quality standards. 

Nonprofit firms also have the beneft of product differentiation. Because of their 

nonprotit status, consumers tend to have more confidence in the entrepreneur, believing 

they provide a better service than a for-profit firm. Ackeman compares nonprofit and 

for-profit nursing homes, &y cares and hospitals to support this assertion. The results 

suaest that nonprofits have a higher oventll customer satisfaction rating. However, 

Ackeman notes that this increased seMce ofien cornes at a higher cost to the nonprofit 

fim, whereas the for-profit firm has the advantage of producing less expensive services. 

The ideological character of nonprofit fims enables them to attract money and 

customen. The entrepreneur plays a paramount role, as their beliefs, vision and 

cornmitment to a goal "can in some cases be a guarantee of high quality to ordinary 

~onsumers."~ ' This ideological component aids in attracting money and customers, two 

vital factors to an organization's purpose and existence. 

As Ackerrnan's work suggests, the entrepreneur plays an important role in 

nonprofit organhtions. To better understand what this concept is and how it relates to 

nonprofits, Badelt's work, Entrepreneurial theories of the non-profir sector, provides 

useful i nsight? Ciuistopher Badelt prepares a synopsis of entrepreneurship t heory in 

Christopher Badelt, "Entreprenemhip theones of the non-profit sector," Voluntas 8, 
na2 ( 1997) : 162- 1 78. 
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relation to the non profit sector. Badelt begins by reviewing some of the principles and 

features of entreprenemhip theory, then applies them to nonprotiu. His annlysis 

examines entrepreneurship theory as a supply si& behavîor, concenbating on what 

rnotivates entrepreneurs and managers in nonprofit firms. This is accomplished by 

examining the differences in production efficiency with govemment and pnvate 

institutions. 

His analysis begins with a review of the basic principles of Schwnpeter's work. 

In Schumpeter's classic work, The Theory of Economic Development, the entrepreneur is 

the person whose fimction is to carry out new combinations in the production process 

and possesses a specific attitude towards change. Badelt emphasizes that the entrepreneur 

is not necessarily the owner of an enterprise, or an independent businessmen, both of 

which are often referred to as entrepreneurs. Badelt goes on to identie the key elements 

of t his conceptual h e w o r k .  However, Schumpeter's theory wilt be critically 

examined in later chapters, thus, ody  the main findings of Badelt's analysis will be 

discussed below. 

Badelt's analysis contends that entrepreneur actions may not be sufficient to 

explain activities in a firm because rnany production activities are outside the control of 

the entrepreneur. For example, an organization may be confined by limited resources 

which the entrepreneur does not have control over. In his discussion of the four factors of 

production, land, labor, capital and entreprcneurial talent, Badelt identifies one aspect 

that is utilized by nonprofits more than any other institution, volunteer labor. For Badelt, 

volunteer labor is part of the production process. ft is rnanipulated in conjunction with 
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land and capital by the entrepreneur, who is the paid staff member. The entrepreneur 

arranges the production factors in such a way that best responds to changing demands. 

This is an important point that will be discussed in greater detail later in this thesis. 

Badelt views entrepreneur theory not as a rneans to explain behavior, but as an 

instrument to undentand and change the perception of nonprofit organiganimtions. Badelt 

stresses that entrepreneur theory has the ability to change the image, the understanding, 

and the assumptions of non profits. By using this theoretical approach, the knowledge 

base of nonprofits can be expanded and the perception of the nonprofit sector can be 

enhanced. This is well stated by Badelt, who suggests that "Entrepreneur theory is an 

instrument to increase the self-consciousness of non profit organizations. The terrn 

'entrepreneur' has a positive connotation; when non-profit managers are drawn as 

'entrepreneurs', they are no longer second-class managers"? This issue will be 

examined in a more substantial manner later in conjunction with a discussion of the rote 

of the volunteer. 

In Badelt's work, he makes reference to Young's ifNorfor Profit. for Whar? one 

of the first to develop a nonprofit entrepreneunhip frame~ork.*~ Young's fnimework of 

entrepreneurship seeks to explain the behavior of entrepreneurs in nonprofit firms. In 

these firms, the entrepreneur is given substantial discretionary movement by the 

nonprofit organization. In Young's analysis, the voluntary secton existence and growth is 

~3 ibid., 173-174. 

24 Demis Young IfNorfor Profit. for Whol? ( Lexington: D.C. Heath and Company, 
1982). 
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partially explained by the actions of nonprofit entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial behavior is 

attri buted to a combination of different motivations that may inciude idealism, 

emotional attachment and intellectual purpose. In addition, Young stresses that 

entrepreneurial behavior does not fully explain the pedhmance and behavior of 

nonprofit organizations. Other extemal factors such as social policy aiso play a 

substantial role in deterrnining performance and behavior. 

One of the most important ideas presented by Young is that "the nonprofit has a 

residual character and is able to accommodate a range of entrepreneurial motivations 

that may clash with the more welldefined accountability and survival niles of the 

commercial and governmental sectors of the e ~ n o r n ~ . " ~  Ideological differences also 

have a signi ficant influence on the perception of nonprofit entrepreneurs. 

Another usehl economic perspective is provided by Wiesbrod. His work has been 

a significant influence in shaping nonprofit theory and discourse. His article, Toward a 

Theow of The Voluntary Non-profir Secror in u Three-Secfor Economy. is a comerstone 

in the economic nonprofit literat~e.'~ In brief, his market govenunent theory suggests 

that nonprofits develop only afier the govenunent and the market have failed to provide 

services. Government provides s e ~ h x s  at the level of the median voter, with the 

nonprofit organization responding to the demand lefl unfulfilled by go~emment.~' One 

25 ibid., 163. 

'6 Bruce M. Kigma, ''Public good theories of the non-profit sector: Weisbrod revised," 
I/oluntus 8, no. 2 (1997) : 135-148. 

" As Kigma notes, this theory has gained wide acceptance and recognition within the 
economic literature, with over 100 citations in various economic joumals. 
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of Weisbrod's most recent works, his 1998 contribution is titled Institution F o m  and 

Orgonizut IOM/ B e h o v i ~ r . ~ ~  

Weisbrod Iooks at the issue of organizational efficiency. It is an attempt to 

determine whether for profit or nonprofit f i m s  are able to atîain goals more effectively. 

Weisbrod notes that literature on this subject is weak because similarities and di fferences 

between nonprofit and private f i m s  are oflen assessed in a simplistic, ove? generalized 

manner. His analysis aims to broaden this discussion, by assessing and testing the 

assumptions used to describe behavior in both types of firms. 

The analysis begins by defining institutional form, which consists of the "goals 

or objective function and the set of constraints it (the firm) faces for achieving i t s  

goals."29 Subsequently, Weisbrod identifies and discusses the constraints that nonprofits 

face. One of them is the nondistributional constraint. This constraint describes the 

limitations nonprofit firms face because they cannot distribute eamings to its 

shareholders or owners. The consequence of this constraint is that managers do not 

perform as eficiently in nonprofits as they do  in for-profi t firms, because they lack the 

motivation and incentives associated with self interest. Weisbrod cautions the 

importance of this constraint has been exaggerated. He notes that non profit and private 

firms behave differently because their objectives differ. Without this constraint there 

would sti Il be di fferences, resulting fiom the legal-stnictural provisions of nonprofit 

" Burton A. Weisbrcd, "Institutional Fom and Organizational Behavior " in Private 
Action und the Public Goodeds. Walter W. Powell, and Elisabeth S. Clemens (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1998) , 69-84. 

29 Ibid., 74. 
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status. In economic texms, uiese would be considered to be part of production factors 

used by the fim. For exarnple, the fonnal nonprofit finn has lower mail rates and 

reduced property taxes, both of which a f k t  their use of production factors. As a result, 

nonprofits substitute factors of production for those with lower input prices, for 

example, substituîing labor for land or capital. 

Weisbrod illustrates that other differences have also been overlooked 'as a result 

of the focus on the nondistributional constraint. Supply prias  are one exarnple. The 

supply price of labor may be lower for nonprofits who are able to use volunteer labor. As 

well, the nonprofit may face greater demand for its services, explained in part, by 

customen' preferences and perceptions of the nonprofit and the environment in which it 

supplies senice. 

Weisbrod provides an economic explanation for the di fferences between private 

and nonprofit firms. Private f m s  referred to as the 'profit rnaximizer', concentrate 

solel y on maximizing self interest. Behavior and decisions made by private, for- profit 

fimis are oriented around the primary objective of profit maximization and managerial 

incorne. Nonprofits, which Weisbrod labels as the 'bonoficer', have dual goals, profit 

maxi mization and the provision of social l y desirable goods and services. This second 

goal sets it apart fiom the for-profit as its social mission sets it apart in the economic 

environment. Weisbrod is careful to point out that not ail non profits are bonoficen, with 

some organiratiow being structured as nonprofits, yet oriented towards the single goal of 

profit maximization. 

Bonoficen engage in activities that have external social benefits and lower 
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external costs. The activities and products or services they supply have -ter added 

value for the demander, yet are priced at a level close to their productions costs. This 

suggests that nonprofits have a greater focus on outcornes, rather t h  concentrating on 

empire building or wealth building. 

To see the difference in bonificer and profit rnaximizer behavior, Weisbrod 

identifies four measures and tests them in for-profit and nonprofit care homes. The four 

m easures are e fficiency , labor input uti l ization, customer satisfaction and distri bution of 

output. 

The results of the first measure, efficiency, are inconclusive. Weisbrod cautions 

that a cornparison of production costs between two institutional forms may involve very 

different inputs. Thus, comparing efficiency is a difficult task. 

Results of the second measure, labor input utilization rate, suggest that nonprofits 

have a different rate than for-profits. Nonprofits use more professional oriented staff* 

such as nurses. Generally speaking, this type of labor is oriented towards service 

provision. Since level of service is an outcome, we can say that nonprofits use more 

'outcome based' labor. 

Important distinctions between the for-profit and nonprofit occurred in the third 

measure, custorner satisfaction ratings. Users of the nonprofit care home gave a higher 

consumer satisfaction rating, but as Weisbrod suggests the difference is not 

"quantitatively enornous."" 

in the fourth measw,  distribution of output., Weisbrod rneasures the 'pnce wst 

30 ibid., 80. 
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margin7, the difference between the cost of the seMce and the price charged to the 

demander of the service. The evidence suggests that nonprofits have lower price cost 

differences, implying they sel1 their products at or near the production costs of that 

service. One difference between for-profits and nonprofits is the use of non price 

rationing mechanisms. The use of this mechankm enables the nonprofit firm to 

manipulate demand to match the supply of a good or service. Examples of this are 

waiting Iists. Church nin nonprofits have the longest waiting lists, other nonprofits have 

shorter waiting lists and the for-profit care homes have the shortest waiting lists, if they 

have them at ail. 

Through his anal ysis Weis brod identifies two use fiil recommendations for fùture 

research. First, he stresses that cornpetition reduces behavioral differences between 

nonprofit and for-profits. Actions of each are more pronounced in monopolistic 

competition. Secondly, Weisbrod states that one must be careu  to control for many 

variables as this reduces the probability of an effect king a result of unforseen variables. 

In his second recommendation, Weisbrod incorporates the discussion of the 

entrepreneur. He suggests that research in this field should concentrate on trying to 

ans wer what determines the supply of nonprofit entrepreneurs given the many di fferent 

goals that exist. These goals include altruistic aspirations, public seNice, and charitable 

goals. Once the organizational goals of non profits are better widerstooci, be states, on1 y 

then can private firm assumptions be brought into the nonprofit context- This second 

recommendation bas great importance for this thesis and will be revisited 



This l iterature review will move fiom economics to a review of the histon'cal 

role of nonprofits, the third sector, in the United States. Two articles by Peter Dobkin 

Hall will be reviewed. 

In the arîicle, The Managerial Revolw ion. the institutional infias~rucrure, and the 

problem ofhuman capifal, Hail cn'ticizes an argument presented by Chandler that asserts 

for-profit managers have been the key to the growth and success of the Arnerican 

economy." Chandler argued that for-profit managers have been responsible for the 

success of the American economy. In support of this assertion, Chandler points to the 

for-profit creation of the multi unit business enterprise, the facilitation of technological 

innovation, the increase in production speeds and the expansion of markets. 

In response, Hall argues the American economic success can only be properly 

undentood and explained through the existence of three institutions, the for-profit, 

nonprofit and governrnent. Hall argues the American business experience cannot 

account for the success of democratic capitalism alone. Rather, one must consider the 

interrelationship between the nonprofit, the state and the market, to explain the success 

of democratic capitalism. The third sector, Hall argues, has played a pivotal role in the 

politicai process, in addition to providing public rieeds and taking the place of 

govenunent when required. Hall stresses that comparative analysis of this type must not 

Peter Dobkin Hall, "The Managerial revolution, the institutional infiastructure, and the 
probtern of human capital," Volunras 7, no. 1 (1996) : 3- 16. 
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only consider market actors but also aclaiowledge the role of  the third sector. 

A iater article by Hall, A Hisroric Ovefview of the Privale non prof;^ Secror, 

provides detailed insight into the involvement of  nonprofit organizations in Arnerican 

history from the 18* century to the present. " In his analysis, Hall illustrates the 

dominant themes in American nonprofit history and identifies specific instances in whic h 

nonprofits have k e n  interpreted inaccurately. 

Hall's historical analysis begins with two contentions about the history of  the 

nonprofit sector. The first maintains that nonprofits are products of capitalism and 

democracy, the second suggests that throughout the American experience, the state and 

private sector have played an integral role in shaping the third sector, as it is known 

today . 

The body of his anal ysis begins by assessing the pre 1 780 period of American 

society and its involvement with voluntary organizations. In this period, the nonprofit 

had not yet been fonnally defined, yet quasi voluntary organizations did exist. However, 

the underlying motives for the existence of these organbtions were very different fiom 

today. Hall states the 'family' as the most wrnmon f o m  of a nonprofit institution in this 

period. The 'family' acted as a public institution, with responsibilities for education, 

economic production and social welfare. In his analysis o f  this period, Hall stresses that 

these vol untary organizations, superficial l y resemble contemporary nonprofits. However, 

the responsibilities of the family were imposed through coercive means. 

'' Peter Dobkin Hall, "Historical Perspectives on Nonprotit Organizaàons" in The 
Jossey-Bass Handbook of Nonprofif Leadership a d  Managernent ecL Robert D. Herman (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1 994) -3-  43. 
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The Amencan revolution is described as a watershed in the history of Amencan 

voluntary organizations. Hall suggests that the ernergence of new ideas of organization 

and ideology provideci the "political economic and legal conditions favorable to the 

development of voluncary associations and private philanthropy."" The dislocations of 

war encouraged altruistic behavior because of the uicreased need for charity. However, 

Hall cautions, many were skeptical and fearful of these new organizations. 

Pervasiveness, scepticism and fear is a recurring theme throughout his historical analysis- 

The period between 1865 and 1920 is refemed to as "The Non Profit Sector and 

the Search For Order." Thnx important developments corne out of the this period. They 

are the growth of the political party, the writings of Tocqueville and the introduction of 

legal structure to nonprofit organintions. 

Political m i e s  were quasi-voluntary organization, b w d  on limited suffrage. 

The politicaI party provideci a means for those who became disenchanted with politics 

and the dominant ideology of the day to have a " ... counter force to the electorate power 

of the democratic majority." Y 

de Tocqueville's, Dernocracy in America is central to the study of nonprofit, or 

voluntary organizations. This literature review, may in fact, under represent the 

important contribution that de Tocqueville has made. However, it is difficult to illustrete 

de Tocqueville's contemporq relevance because many works discuss de Tocqueville 

superficially by providing the "obligatory citation to de Tocqueville in their encomiurns 



In his seminal work, de Tocqueville describeci Arnerican society, illustrating 

many of its unique features, one being the existence of voluntary organizations. Through 

his travels, de Tocqueville acknowledged the growing inequality within America and 

suggested that the 'Amencan' voluntary sector could provide the means for achieving 

amel ioration. 

Hall suggests that de Tocquevil le over exaggerated the importance of voluntary 

organizations in Arnerican society. He points out that h i l e  they were important to 

political, economic and social life in the north eastem United States, this was not the 

case for the rest of the west and southern United States. In these areas, the public 

institution kvas preferred over voluntary organization. There was suspicion surrounding 

this new type of organization. Hall points out that voluntary organizations were one mode 

of collective action, but not the only rnechanism used to influence public life during this 

p e n d  The contribution of de Tocqueville and the critique presented by Hall is an 

important part of the comparative analysis to follow in later chapters. 

During this period, the legal structure of nonprofits began to take shape. 

Legislation was developed that identi fied tax exempt organizations which included 

educational, charitable, benevolent and religious institutions. The latter parc of this 

period gave rise to charitable organizations and eventually ta the nonprofit foudation, 

both of which were fiuided largely by the private sector. The privileged sector responded 

Thomas Silk, "The Legal Framewodc of the Nonprofit Sector in the United States7* in 
The Jossey-Bass Hamibook of Nonprofir Leadership a d  Management ed. Robert D. Herman 
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publisbers, 1994) ,62. 
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to the rising levels of inequslity that de Tocqueville describeû. Control of the voluntary 

sector was situated within the minority of wealthy industrialists and as Hall describes, "a 

paradigrn for the resolution of the nation's social and economic problems began to take 

shape." xi 

Previous literature suggests the welfare state led to the expansion of charitable 

organizations. However, HaII's analysis shows that the pnvate sector, led by a few 

wealthy industrialists starteci the nonprofit sector, in the early part of the 20' century. 

This was at least thirty years before the expansion of the welfare state. 

In Hall's analysis of the post World War ii period in Amencan politics, he 

identifies a tenuous relationship between govemment and the third sector. As Hall notes, 

suspicion surrounding the power of the charitable sector continued to grow, resulting in 

the formation of various special government cornmittees. These cornmi ttees were 

established to investigate the growing power and financial statu of nonprofit charities 

and foundations. The wrnrnittees' inquiry did not result in substantial evidence or 

significant legislative changes. 

While the nonprofit sector was developed by the private sector, its major financial 

supporter in p s t  World War II America was government. In the Reagan and Bush 

administrations, a prevaient view was held, that the private sector was the prime funder 

of charitable nonprofits. But Wl ' s  analysis demonstrates this was not the case. The 

nonprofit sector continued to be primarily fùnded by the welfare state and not private 

Peter Dobkin Hall, "Historical Penpectives on Nonprofit 0rganiaitions7' in The 
Jossey-Bass Hondbook of Nonprofif Leadership a d  M'gement ed Robert D. H e m  (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass fublishers, 1 994) , 1 7. 



business. The dominance of the prevailing attitudes in the Bush and Reagan 

administrations resulted in a massive reduction in huiding to these groups. As a mult, 

Hall notes, the capabilities of nonprofits at large were crippled. 

Management Tbeory 

The management theory section of this review will wncentrate on the works of 

Peter Drucker. Although Drucker is ofien criticized as being a popular writer, even 

referred to as the 'guru's guru', this characterizstion is not entirely accurate. Drucker's 

impact on management theory and many other fields is substantial. His work has been 

cited over ZOO0 times since 1973, with over half of these citations occurring within the 

last 9 years according to the Social Science Citation Index. 

Drucker's work is much more important than popular commentaxy suggests. His 

training in the classical Austrian school of economics, combined with his experience in 

banking and finance, and his studies in psychology, sociology, organizational theory and 

classical 1 iterature prepared him to be an important synthetic and original contributor. It 

has enabled hirn to bring together many fields of discourse in an innovate way which 

bridges theory and practice. Drucker addresses many of the issues discussed in this thesis 

as well as other literatm in this review. He uses the concept of amelioration to identify 

the importance of the nonprofit in bridging the increasing levels of social inequality. The 

relationship between nonprofits and the broader govemmmt policy framework is also 

assessed. The concept of leadership in relation to nonprofits and entrepreneunhip theory 
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is explored- The similarity between altniism and mission becornes evident in his analysis. 

He also provides insight and suggestions reiating to future challenges faced by nonprotit 

organizations. 

in his first two works The End of Ecûnomic Man and The Future of idustriai 

Mun, Drucker first questions what future organizations and society would look like. 

What types of organizations will exist? What roles will they play? The answer is first 

explored very broadly, starting with the poiitical system that controls, shapes and 

regulates society and the organizations within it. He looks at two alternative politicai 

models of organizing society, nameiy capitaiism and fascisrn. His analysis concludes that 

what society requires is "'continuity and the need for innovation and change?' He is in 

the opinion that this is best achieved through capitalism. 

Drucker speculates what the future organization and society will look like under 

capitalism. He suggests that large businesses will provide the organizational framework 

for society by providing for economic, emotionai and spiritual needs. As the reader will 

note from the following discussion, these questions were reassessed by Dmcker many 

times, with his answers changing with each iteration. 

In hndmarks of Tomomow: A Report on the "Post-Modern " World. Drucker 

identi fied four landmarks th& shaped society, work and organizations in late 1950's 

~ m e r ï c a . ~ ~  These landmarks included a shift in worid view fiom an industrial to an 

37 As ci ted in Jack Beatty, The World According to Peter Dnrcker ( New York: Free 
Press, 1998) ,38 .  

'' Peter F. Drucker, Landmarks of Tornorrow (New York: Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, 1957). 
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information based society, and a new 'perception of order' based upon the concept of 

innovation and change. The 'education explosion.' Education was another landmark 

"rapidl y becoming a condition for national s~mival . "~~ 

The most important factors for the purpose of this Iiterature review is Drucker's 

analysis of the formation of new organizations that are "transforming work that was 

previously confined to individual effort. It  does not replace the individual by the 

organization, it rnakes the individual effective in teamwork." " These w w  organizations 

included nonprofits as well as for-profits. Drucker was interesteci in exploring the 

relationship between work, economic prosperity and social good His analysis suggests 

that social good could be attained through the requisite organizational agent, the 

nonprofit sector. 

This resonates in his later 1993 work, POS~ Capitaiist Society. Here Drucker 

articulates the realities of society including the role of govemment and third sector. His 

post capitalist society lacks a developed notion of strong citizenship, which has k e n  

destroyed by the 'megastate'. He sees the nonprofit sector as the only rnechanism 

capable of revitalizing community bonds. 

Drucker's disenchantment with the modem welfare state is evident in this work. 

He suggests that govemrnent should shifi fkom "king a doer and manager in the social 

sphere ... to confine itself to king the policy maker." '' In place of govemment, the 

39 ibid., 1 14. 

''O ibid., 68. 

'" Peter F. Drucker, Posi-Cupitaiist Society ( New York: Harper & Row, 1 993) . 1 69. 



nonprofit should becorne the doer, conditional upon them achieving results that 

legitimize their new role. However, Drucker cautions, exercix of this power is 

dependent on the political will to change the status quo. 

The question of social responsibility of business is also discussed in Post 

Capirai& Socieîy. Drucker dismisses the suggestion that the sole reason for the existence 

of business is to make profits. Although profit is an underlying motive, business has 

social responsibilities. 

Munuging ln A Tlme Of Great Change is a collection of essays in which many of 

these same themes are treated. In this piece, Drucker uses examples of past or current 

events to illustrate new ways of thinking about the challenges of management 

Dnicker outlines the shift fiom an industrial to a 'knowledge society'. A 

knowledge society, Drucker suggests, requires a strong governrnent, business, market and 

third sector. In this knowledge society, the third sector plays a predorninant role, thereby 

ensuring a baiance between individual interest and common 

He explains, in a knowledge based economy, that opportunities for success are 

greater than in an industrial society. However, with greater opportunities comes 

increased compeîition and greater nsks of failure. According to Dmcker, the nonprofit 

sector should take care of social tasks in a knowledge society. The modem welfare state 

has been ineffective, and business has proven unwilling to champion the cause of social 

progress. In response to his early prediction that large business would provide this social 

52 Peter F. Drucker, Mamgïng in u Tirne of Great C h g e  (New York: Truman Talley 
Books/ Plume, 1995). 
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bond, Dnicker admits his goals for business in F ~ u r e  of Industriai Man had not been 

achievable. The answer for Drucker now ".-. lies outside the employing institution", 

refemng to the third sector. The goal o f  the third sector is "to create human health ....", 

achieved in part by a membership based reIationship and a two way bond linking the 

organization with the individual in a voluntary manner.43 

A minor, yet important assertion is made by Drucker in The New kalit les.  

He suggests that 'rhe third sector can only flourish on American s ~ i l . " ~  This is due in 

part, to the traditions and pluralism of  Amencan organizations. Throughout his work, it 

is apparent that the third sector Dnicker speaks of, is based on the American experience. 

In Manuging the NonProfx~ Sector, Dniçker shifts focus to provide tools for 

managers in the current nonprofit en~ironment.~' In the introduction to this work, 

Drucker compares the nonprofit sector to the market and the state by simply comparing 

the 'product' of  each institution. The market supplies a product and sells it. The 

govemrnent, Drucker suggests, produces effective policy. The nonprofit, however, 

produces something very different, a 'changed human king.' Given the uniqueness of  

this product, he says, the current range of  business tmls  available to nonprofit managers 

have failed to address needs regarding 'mission', 'results based performance', 'strategy', 

'innovation' and 'volrmteer management'. His work seeks to fil1 this void by providing 

Peter F. Drucker, The New Realities ( New York: HarperCollins, 1989) ,205 

45 Peter F. Drucker, Managing The Non-Profi Organization: Principk and P m i c e s  
(New York: HarperCollins, 1990 ). 
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tools for managers in the nonprofit environment. 

In the first part of the work, Dnicker outlines the basic 'principles' of non-profit 

management, beginning with the concept of the organhtional mission statement. The 

mission defines the institution, or organization. Effective mission statements are 

operational and focus on strengths and available opportunities of the organization. They 

take into account existing activities and seek ways to improve them. For Dnïcker, 

mission is a fluid concept, tequiring flexibility to respond to changes in the extemal 

environment. An organktion with flexibility is able to p-ce 'organizational 

abandonment'. This process entails a shifi in the direction, mission or &y to day 

prograrns of an organitation. Simply put, "managers of non-profits also have to build in 

review, revision, and organized abandonment. The mission is forever and may be 

divinely ordained; the goals are temporary.'" 

Drucker understands leadership not as a hierarchal concept, but as an 'action 

oriented behavior'. In a nonprofit organization, al1 participants are leaders, regardless of 

their status as paid or unpaid members. His analysis does not suggest that leadership and 

innovation are traits or characteristics only belonging to senior organizationaI rnembers. 

Rather, senior members are responsible for utilizing the abilities and skills of the 

organizational rnembers. Dnrcker's explanation suggests that "we are creating 

tomorrow's society of citizens through the non-profit seMce institution. And in that 

society , everybody is a leader, evecy body is responsible, evexybody acts.. . . Everyone 



raises the vision, the competence, and the performance of his or her organization." " 

This theme was briefly discussed in a work published in Harvard Business Review one 

year earlier in, What Business Cun Leum From Nonprofir. '' 

In Mamging the Nonprofit, Drucker rnakes a clear distinction between the roles 

and responsibilities of senior ~rga~zational  membm and those within the lower levels, 

induding volunteers. Managers and Board of Directors are the senior members, 

res ponsi b le for developing mission and providing leadership for the organization. They 

determine strategy and set objectives. Volunteers, on the other hanci, provide tactical 

support and are responsible for lower level activities within the organization. This clear 

delineation between management and labor was first made in his for-profit management 

works." However, in an article predating Managing the Nonprofit by one year, Drucker 

argues for the inclusion of volunteers in more significant roles in nonprofit organizations 

in order IO "put their knowledge to ~ o r k . " ~  

Another issue raised by Drucker is the Yack of bottom line' within nonprofit 

organ izat ions. He suggests that nonprofit organizations need to uti lize qualitative and 

quantitative tools in order to accurately gauge performance. Financial resources are 

'' Peter F. Drucker, "What Business Can Leam From Nonprofits, " Hurward Business 
Revrew (JulylAugust 1989) : 88-93. 

'9 John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge, The Witch Doctors: Making Sense Of The 
Munugernenr Gurus (New York: Times Books, 1996), 71. 

'O Peter F. Drucker, "What Business Can Learn From Nonprotits," Hamard Bzainess 
Review (JulylAugust 1989) : 88-93. 
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i n t e p l  to the nonprofit, but Drucker cautions "an institution that becornes a p r k n e r  of 

money raising is in serious trouble and in a serious identity crisis." " He acknowledges 

that financial concems are often paramount to a nonprofit organization, yet cautions that 

an established mission and strategy is also vital to success. 

Public Administration 

This part of the literature review will examine works at the forefront of public 

administration literature. The articles look at various issues including the impact o f  neo- 

liberalism on nonprofits in Canada, the climate of nonprofit cornpetition with 'for- 

profit' organizations, and provide a rationale for the use of  nonprofits to provide social 

services. This section ends with a recent examination of the information needs of 

nonprofit organizations. This issue has received little attention, yet is vital to the curent  

discussion of nonprofits. 

in Shrinking the State, Shields and Evans, assess the impact of  neo-liberalism on 

Canadian go~emance.'~ They argue that the domination of  neo-liberalism has 

transformed many aspects o f  public policy and reshaped public administrative discome. 

The nonprofit sector has k n - e r o d e d  as a result of  the impact o f  neo-liberdism. 

5 1 Peter F. Drucker, Managing The Non-Profi Organizution: Principles ond Practices 
(New York: HarperCollins, 1990 ) , 56. 

" John Shields and B. Mitchell Evans, Shrinking the State: Globalizution and Public 
Administration "Reform " (Halifax: Femwood Publishing, 1998). 
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Shields and Evans begin to demonstrate this erosion by providing a descriptive 

overview of the third sector in Canada. The scope of the third sector includes 74,027 

registered charities in Canada and 5% of the Canadian labor force is employed by 

nonprofit organizations. There are also difficulties in defining and midying the Canadian 

third sector. It is a subject with "no wmmonly accepteci nomenclature." " 
Shields and Evans challenge the le fi and right historical interpretations of the 

nonprofit sector. Their critique of the political rights neo-liberal assumptions suggests 

that the expansion of the welfare state and increases in taxation levels have resulted in a 

decline in voluntary giving. The empirical data presented by Shields and Evans provides 

a Wear counter argument to neo-liberal economic assurnptions." Y 

The authors go on to describe the effects of neo-liberalism on fiscal policy. They 

cite the 'marketization' and 'cornrnercialization' of the nonprofit sector as the negative 

result of neo-liberdism. Marketization has forced nonprofits to engage in commercial 

activities and compete with for-profit organizations and govement. Govemments 

imposed requirernents have forced nonprofits to shoulder a greater administrative burden 

in order to implement and masure performance . Neo-liberal assurnptions are directly 

affecting the important democratic structures within nonprofit organizations. Ultimately, 

they note, the client base of nonprofits are most adversely affected. 

The second section of the work discusses the implications of neo-liberalism on 

the 'realignment' of the third sector. This realignment is dominated by Alternative 

j' Ibid., 89. 

Ibid., 93. 
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Service Del ivery arrangements and partnerships linking various levels of govenunent 

with nonprofit organizaîions. niese arrangements are characterized by an unequal 

partnership, with the state playing a dominant role. The intention of the state in these 

new arrangements, is to'off I d '  responsibilities to the nonprofit sector. The authon 

conclude that the current era, dominated by alternative senice delivery and partnerships 

results in an environment in which "social s e ~ c e  provision comes to be leaner and 

more residual in nature, a hollow shell of its former self" 55 

Foliowing the theme of comrnerciaiization in the previous work, Gilbert's 

Werare for pro/ir: Mord, EmpiricaI and Theoretical Perspectives wil 1 be reviewed? 

This article, dating back to 1984 illustrates how the discussion over the role of the 

market and the nonprofit sector has existed for some time. In this work, Gilbert analyzes 

the arguments against the use of for-profit organizations as service providers in the 

American welfare state. The author taCies the position that "social welfare program 

objectives are better serveci by public and private non profit agencies than by protit- 

making organizations." " 

Gilbert first points to the major changes in the American welfare state that have 

occurred since 1960. One change is the shifi fiom cash benefits to in kind benefits. These 

in kind benefits are allocated to individuals whîch meet a basic means test, through what 

'Weil Gilbert, "Welfare for Profit: Moral, Empirical and Theoretical Perspectives," 
Journal of Social Policy 13, no. 1 (1984) : 63-74. 

57 ibid., 65. 
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Gilbert calls the 'social market'.There have also been shifts in responsibility for 

financing and seMce delivery. The introduction of pay for seBice arrangements and the 

expansion of public fun& to purchase services provided by public agencies are 

examples of this shifi. One of the most prominent shifts has govemment purchasing 

services fiom a combination of sources bluning between the for-profit and nonprofit 

sector. 

Gilbert's analysis contends that non profits are better suited to 'serve the social 

welfare needs of the communities than for-profits for a number of reasons. Gilbert's first 

reasons are the differences between the board of directors of a for-profit and nonprofit 

fim. The non profit board is comprised of members of the community who are dedicated 

to the social goals of the organization. On the other hand, a for-profit board is comprised 

of a rnembership that is bound by a fûdiciary responsibility to "protect the financial 

interests of the ownership groups ... ,958 

The two institutions also have di fferent accountability structures. For profit firms 

are held amuntable to the consumer public, not through their goveming bodies but 

through the market. Nonprofits, on the other h d ,  have a unique relationship with their 

consumers and with the seMce purchaser. Non profits are more accountable to the 

purchaser, than the consumer. The primary purchaser is oAen govemment. The consumer 

rarely pays for the service, and therefore can rarely exercise purchasing power. One of 

the strengths of Gilbert's work is that it presents a balanced argument, suggesting that 

accountability in nonprofit organktions is hard to enforce. 
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Gilbert fin& differences between for-profit and nonprofits in the 

'motives and ideological disposition of these enterprises'. The for-profit, Gilbert notes, 

is characterized by its capitalist motives, such as a 'caveat emptor' while the nonprofit is 

characterized by a charitable ethos. In the nonprofit, consumers rarely purchase services, 

rather, goods and services are provided for individuals who are in a 'vulnerable life 

situation7. Gilbert suggests âhat this difference is somewhat exaggeratd as the social 

market and market economy can exist side by side. 

The questions and arguments presented by Gilbert have also been discussed in 

pub1 ic administration literature in Canada. in "Shfling the burden: how much can 

governrnent downioad ro the non-profit sector?", Hall and Reed look at the issue of 

do wnloading to assess whether nonprofit organimtions have the interna1 capabili ties to 

deliver an increasing amount of senices in an era of downloading." Their article begins 

by providing an overview of the political climate of downloading which is dominated by 

financial retrenchment as federal and provincial govemments withdraw from direct 

social service delivery. This withdrawal has taken two forms, the termination of 

govenunent programs and the reduction of govemment provided services. The authors 

contend that downloading has been the only viable option, given the pressures to control 

and reduce spending. As govemments have reduced their activities, the third sector has 

become the cost effective substitute to maintain basic services. 

59 Michael H. Hall and Paul B. Reeà, "Shifting the burden: how much can govement 
download to the non-profit sector?," Canadian Public Administration 4 1 no 1 (Spring 1998 ) I - 
20. 
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However, Hall and Reed suggest that few nonprofit o r e t i o n s  have the 

interna1 capabilities to meet this demand. They point out two limitations that reduce the 

nonprofits effectiveness, 'hurnan resource capabilities' and the 'value set'. Hall and Reed 

suggest that nonprofits suffer from a lack of professional expertise, relying on volunteer 

labor, and little paid expertise. They suggest the heavy load of responsibilities imposed 

on nonprofits by various levels of govemment is far too great. Nonprofits have a history 

of providing specialized seMces within a certain organizational value set that is not in 

t ine with the demands of government. This value set, and the goals nonprofits seek to 

attain, O fien conflict wi th government policy . 

The point that Hall and Reed emphasize is that nonprofits have inherent 

limitations and cannot fiilfill the role imposed on them by downloading without the 

support of government action This is illustrateci using Salomon's theory of government- 

non-profit relations. While Hall and Reed provide an adequate overview of the basic 

components of Salomon's work, Salomon's 1987 work Partners in Public Service: The 

Scope and Theory of Government-Nonprofit Relations provides a more comprehensive 

explanation? 

Salomon seeks to develop a theoretical expianation for government-nonprofit 

relations in the American context. Before presenting his  theory, Salomon provides a 

cri tique of the Weisbrod' s market failure theory and Hansmann's contract failure theoxy, 

both of which see the voluntary sector as a 'second best' solution to the provision of 

" Lester M. Salomon, " Partners in Public Service: The Scope and Theory of 
Governrnent-Nonprofit Relations" in The Nonprofit Sector: A Reseurch HudbUoA. ed. Walter 
W. Powell (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987) , 99-1 1 7 
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socially desirable collective goods. 

Salomon's govemment-non profit relations theory seeks to turn these negative 

hmeworks, "on theu heads", by providing a rationale for the existence of the voluntary 

sector as a preferred mechanisrn for the provision of collective goods. The role of 

eovemment, in relation to the voluntary sector, is to provide support. This is detennined 
C 

and justified by four factors: Philanthropic Imufficiency, Philanthropic Particularism, 

Phi ianthropic Paternalisrn and Philanthropic Amateurism. 6' 

Philanthropic insuficiency is the inability of the voluntary sector to generate 

adequate resources to respond to the needs of the community. Market fluctuations and 

the fiee rider problem both account for this inability. Philanthropic pariicularism is the 

"tendency of voluntary organizations and their benefactoa to focus on particular 

subgroups of the population." 62 Philanthropic Paternalism is a product of the power of a 

nonprofit organization. Being situated within the hands of a small number of individuals 

serving a community. This group, usually take the form of the Board of Directors, which 

has control of the general direction of the nonprofit's response to community needs. 

Philanthropic Amateurism is a result of the organizational history attracting individuals 

with 'moral suasion and religious instruction' rather than job professional skills. 

Hall and Reed uses this theoretical fhmework to illustrate the effects of 

downloading on small and large nonprofit organizations. The nurnber of small nonprofi t 

organizations, providing advocac y, educationai and counsel ing seMces has been 

6' Ibid., 111. 

62 Ibid. 
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reduced. This reduction is a direct result of reduced governent fiinding and 'donor 

fatigue'. Large non profits have also been affècted because they have shifted operations 

to meet the demands of the governrnent of the &y. Currently, the demand is on semece 

provision, h d e d  through short tenn contractual arrangements. 

Reed and Hall conclude that a balance needs to be established between program 

management and social CO hesiveness. The latter is ac hieved through advocacy based 

organizations. They also stress the need to "build conceptual fÎamework which can 

'capture the non profit more fùily' as well as govermnent-nonprofit relations. They 

suggest the success rate and the cost eflectiveness of downloading couid be detennined 

ernpirically. 

A key concept in public administration fiterature is 'effectiveness'. To 

understand how this term is conceptualized within nonprofit thinking, Mulripie 

Consriruencies and the the Social Comfructron ofh;onprofir 0rgani:afionai Eflectiveness 

will be reviewed." In this work, Herman and Renz attempt to identify what 

organizational effectiveness is, how it can be described and how it is determined by 

vari ous organizational stakeholders. 

Herrnan and Renz begin their analysis by questioning the use of mission, as a 

determinant of organilational effoctiveness, an approac h popularized by Dnic ker. The 

authors suggest that this approach is only usehl when comparing organizations that have 

simi lar characteristics. 

" Robert D. Herman and David O. Renz, "Multiple Constituencies and the Social 
Construction of Nonprofit Organi~ation Effectiveness," Nonprojir and Voiuntary Seccor 
Quurtedy 26, no. 2 (June 1997) : 185-206. 
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In their brief review of the organizaîional effêctiveness literature, the authors note 

thai the study is very broad, with "as many models of effectiveness as there are 

organizations". Despite the breadth of the interpretations, they s m w  their s w  to two 

conceptual approaches, multiple constitwncy and social conmuctionism. The former 

suggests that organizations are made up of multiple stakeholden with different cntena 

for determi~ng effectiveness. Because of these multiple stakeholdm the nonprofit 

charity has to be sensitive to these multiple goals. Social constructionism suggests that 

organizational effectiveness is determined by the opinions of those involved in an 

organization. It is a "general ontological perspective", as Herman and Renz descn be if 

which suggests that reality is comprised of the actions, beliefs and knowledge of 

i ndividuals. In this view, organizational effectiveness is not a static phenornenon, rather 

it is determined by "stakeholders judgements fonned in an ongoing process of sense 

making and implicit negotiation" " 

Using the assumption that organizations are collections of individuals and 

effectiveness is a social construction, Hennan and Renz gather information from both 

i ntemal and extemal stakeholders to determine the similari ties and di fferences in their 

evaluative criteria for 'effectiveness'. In their description of their research design and 

sampling population, Hennan and Renz identifL the types of nonprofit chaxities targeted. 

These include nonprofit developmental disability and health and wel fare provision 

organizations. The results of their analysis confinn what the contemporary literature 

suggests, that bottom line outcomes are not the only measures of nonprofit 



organizational effectiveness perceived by practitioners. Alternative indicators of 

effectiveness are used by practitioner. 'Correct procedure' and 'doing things right' are 

simple exarnples of alternative indiaton. 

Heman and Rem do not include extemal stakeholders in their analysis because 

they tend to have a different set of evaluation criteria and hence different outcornes. 

The implicaiions of H e m  and Rends analysis for managers and individuals 

within organizations are twofold. First, their work dernonstrates that stakeholders have 

different views on effectiveness criteria Nonprofit managers must be sensitive to this 

and respond by tailoring effectiveness data to the various stakeholders. The second key 

finding suggests that because effectjveness is a social consmiction, it needs to remain 

flexible. By maintaining flexibility the Board of Directon can respond tu the changing 

needs of the extemal environment. 

The subject of effectiveness cannot be discuçsed without also looking at the topic 

of accountability. To illustrate the interplay of these subjects in the liteniture Carroll's 

Administrative devolution and accounfability: the case of the nonproflf h~usingprogram~ 

wi 11 be re~iewed.~' Although this work examines the case of  nonprofit housing, the 

findings are consistent with and relevant to a range of implications for the ideas brought 

forth in this thesis. 

Carroll's analysis begins with a discussion of the four predominant accountabiiity 

systems. The most familiar system is bureaucratie accountability, characterized by its 

65 Barbara Wake Carroll, "Administrative devolution and accountability: the case of the 
non-profit housing program," Canadian Public Admrnistrution 32, no. 3 ( Fa11 1989): 345-366. 



'mle bound' type of control. As Carroll notes, the features of this system include 

standardization of processes and outcomes as well as a hierarchai arrangement, The 

second type of accountability system is professional accountability. Professional 

judgement and expert decision makîng replace the traditional bureaucriatic hienvchal 

arrangement, The third system, institutional accountability, is based on a relationship 

between an organization and its extemal constituents. The fourth system is le@ 

accountability, govemed by a fiduciary relationship between a regulator and regulatee. 

Carroll notes that al1 systems are used by govemment. However, çome are better suited 

for pre or p s t  audit situations. 

Subsequently, Carroll asks, which system works when prograrns are delivered 

outside the haditional scope of govement? To answer this, Carroll first presents a 

review of the various definitions of nonprofits. Al1 nonprofits have accountability 

systems in place, regardless of their formal or informal status. However, when nonprofits 

and govement are brought together to deliver semices, the intemal accountability 

sy stems that characterize each are ineffective at maintaining control and service qua1 ity . 

One of the problems that Carroll identifies is the confiict between the government 

sponsored program goals and the goals of the nonprofit organization. The author suggests 

that alternative foms of control need to be developed to reduce this conflict and ensure 

that nonprofits deliver services in the way that is intended by the government fbnding 

the project. These alternative mechanisms include incentives for wmpliance and the 

development of intemal professional standards for members of the nonprofit 

organization. 
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In conclusion, Carroll suggests that "the ultimate power and decision making 

rests with a volunteer board which is expected to have the expertise to unravel and 

control the action of their paid staff- at no benefit to themselves."' The board, she 

suggests, becomes captive of their paid staff and that the only accountability mechanism 

in place is a "financial report and a reliance on volunteen to ensure i n t e d  controls are 

maintained and to confom to the spirit of the project."" 

For-profit entry into social service delivery 

At this point, the literature will examine an article fiom the field of management 

that has applicability to the themes and issues raised by the observers of public 

administration. This literatwe provides a descriptive overview of the clirnate, in the 

environment of nonprofits, the competition they face and the changes king imposed on 

them. This next article looks at the issue of 'for-profit' entry into social sewice delivery. 

In The New Landscapes, Ryan provides a synopsis of the changes that are shaping 

the environment of nonprofits.' Traditional views which placed for profits outside the 

scope of social services have been hgrnented and an ideological shifi towards 

marketization has becorne dominant. The nonprofit monopoly has been challenged by 

- - 

66 ibid., 362. 

68 Wï 1 liam P. Ryan, " The New Landscape For Nonprofits," Hamurd Business Review 
(January-Febrwy 1 999) : 1 2% 136. 
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this new marketplace. There is no longer a clear distinction between for-profit and 

nonprofit sectors. 

In Ryan7s analysis, outsourcing is a large cornpanent of the shifl fiom 'rowing to 

steering ' , a conceptual fiamework cri ticall y desxhed by Osborne and Gaebler. 69 

However, the author is skepacal that outsourcing has achieved success because it has 

been adopted without adequate empirical tessons. Decisions conceming outsourcing are 

often "more ernotional than rational". Ryan also notes the impact of that the private 

sector has had on public xctor culture. The culture of nonprofits has been greatly 

influenced and shaped by private sector concepts and ideas. These changes have had a 

significant impact on nonprofits, placing them in a difficult situation. They must adapt 

to an environment in which there is a new reward system, and set of performance 

measures. 

The new social service environment, what Ryan calls a 'new zeitgeist', puts for- 

profits at a distinct advantage. They are typicaliy larger, with a greater infrastnicture, 

larger staff, and with a greater investment in technology. Through stock offerings, they 

are able to accumulate capital quickly. Meanwhile, nonprofits rely on grants which do 

not give them the abiiity to build reserves. For-profits have short tenn profit motives, and 

can move to areas that are more profitable. Nonprofits, on the other hand, have a long 

tenn cornmitment to community development. 

In this 'new zeitgeist', the level of responsiveness also separates for-profits and 

69 See David Osborne and Ted Gaebler. Reinventzng Government: Refom of 
Remvention?( Montreal: htitute for research in Public Policy, 1993). 
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nonprofiîs. For profits respond to huo clients, the contractor and che user. On the other 

hana nonprofits face a greater challenge, responding not only to government and service 

users, but also to society. 

Ryan examines the responses of the nonprofit sector in this environment of 

increased corn petition for social service contracts. The for-prof ts have become project 

managers, the nonprofits are used as sub-contractors. Some nonprofits have responded by 

creating sub finns that are for-profit entities within the nonprofit urnbrella. 

Ryan expresses the view that nonprofits have some attributes which continues to 

separate them fiom for profits. They are able to deliver a contract as well as fulfill a 

mission whic h includes reinvernent into the community- 

When Ryan dixusses what he calls the 'new zeitgeist', he describes the new 

relationship between nonprofits and govemment One of the components of this 

relationship is the use of information. lnforrnation plays an important part in nonprofit 

organizations by providing support for decision making and data for measuring 

performance. 

In The Voluntary Sector in the 'informaiion Society': a Siudy in Divislon and 

Uncertainty, Deacon and Goulding look specifically at how information is used by 

nonprofits." They attempt to "provide a broad descriptive map of the perceived 

information needs, sources and uses of voluntary groups ..."7' While their work identifies 

" David Deacon and Peter Goulding, "The Voluntary Sector in 'the information 
Society7 : a Study in Division and Uncertainty," Volunias 2, no 2 : 69-88. 
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problems facing nonprofit organizations responsible for the delivery of library services, 

the findings can be extended to the broader study of nonprofit featured in this thesis. 

Information is a critical element within voluntary organizations. It enables 

nonprofit organizations to understand and work within the institutions around them. 

Information enables thern to understand legai changes, funding structures, fùnding 

applications, and assists nonprofits in identi fjmg the needs of the community . 

Their analysis defines information as "any factual knowledge acquired though 

experience or study which might be of value to a group in tts work." '* They identifi four 

types of information The first, national information, includes legislation as well as 

political trends. The second, local information, includes correspondence with local 

government and other groups. The third is practical information related to funding and 

management issues. The fourth is issue based infonnation, which includes social and 

political issues- 

Their findings suggest that the information needs of nonprofits vary more than 

other types of organktions. They have different characteristics and require different 

information. For example, they suggest that there is a 'growing divide' between formai 

nonprofits and completeiy voluntary organizations. The formal organization, which 

utilizes professional, paid staff recognizes the importance of information. Informal 

voluntary otganimtions do not typically recognize the importance of information. 

72 ibid., 75. 



Part Two: Litenture Review Critique 

The literature review has identified many of the key elements in the study of 

nonprofit organizations. Many contributors have suggested ways in which nonprofits can 

improve their role in society, yet none have developed a cohesive conceptual fiamework 

which might give us a blue print for the fùture. The goal of this thesis is to bring together 

ideas from the existing literature and develop a conceptual framework which can be used 

to irnprove the position and functioning of nonprofit organizations. 

The public administration literature illustrates the challenges facing the nonprofit 

sector today. The general findings suggests that neo-liberalism has dorninated the policy 

community, bringing about changes that have reshaped the nonprofit sector. These 

changes include ' marketization', 'commercialization' and 'downloading' , al 1 of whic h 

stem fiom the dominant ideological ethos of neo-liberalism as exemplified in the 

contemporary administrative state. This literature describes these effects on nonprofits, 

but fails to identify solutions to the problems threatening nonprofits. Evans and Shields 

describe the environment in which the relationship between the govemment and the 

nonprofit has been dramatically altered. In previous eras, fûnding was available for al1 

types of nonprofits. These included education nonprofits , advocacy based nonprofits and 

nonprofits that delivered essential social services. However, in the cumnt  era, many 

nonprofits, especially the education and advocacy based organizations, are experiencing 

a massive reduction in governrnent support. The current policy direction is leaving these 

types of organizations underfûnded and without resources to achieve their organizational 
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mission. Evans and Shields in depth description of the nediberal policy on nonprofits 

is important for understanding the cumnt environment However, they do not provide 

suggestions that can be used to improve their position. 

Similady, Hall and Reed examine the issue of 'downloading'. They assess 

whether nonprofits can fil1 the void left by government reduction in direct provision of 

social services. The author's analysis suggest that nonprofits do not have the managerial 

infrastructure needed to fil1 the void. They also point out the need for a conceptual 

hmework for understanding nonprofits from a broder perspective. However, their 

analysis does not provide any solutions or suggestions for nonprofit management to 

develop the needed infkastnicture. Nor does their work forward any ideas about the 

nature of this conceptual h e w o r k  and what it should include. 

Another problem facing the development of a conceptual framework is the Iack 

of a Canadian perspective on the history and theory of nonprofit organizations. The most 

influential contributors to the theory of nonprofits base their work on the American 

experience. They include Salomon, Tocquevil te and many others. The Canadian 

contributon have established their findings based on many of the ideas fint presented in 

American works. However, the Canadian experience is not a denvative of the American 

experience. 

The literature from management, economics and public administration al1 suggest 

that the entrepreneur is important to undentand the nonprofit However, the entrepreneur 

is often conceptualized in its hierarchical sense. This is alluded to in Hall's historical 

analysis. 
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In the late 19' and early 20h centwy, a small number of individuals amassed 

great fortunes from industrial and commercial enterprises. Wealthy industrialisîs such as 

Carnegie and Ford were labeled 'entrepreneurs's, a term that suggested keen business 

and marketing skills. As their empires grew, public sentiment sometimes shifted against 

them. Goverment and labour became critical of their wealth and impact on society . To 

mediate the negative effects taking shape in the fom of labor unrest and govemment 

inquiry, these individuals used their wealth and power for the bettement of Arnerican 

society. They formed voluntary organhtiow in their name, ' foundations' as they are 

known today. ïhese organizations addressed social issues facing Arnerican society, 

defiwd public criticism, kept economic empires safe from government and fulfilled 

altniistic motives. Through these orgmizations, industrialists claimed ownership of 

social issues and controlled the direction of charitable and government reform. At the 

time, government was unabie or unwilling to provide adequate social services. The 

power of private foundations clearly out performed the govenunent's meager resources. 

The foundations identified which issues would be addressed, ranging corn the arts to 

poverty and allocated h d s  with their goals in mind. 

Foundations had a great degree of centralized financial control and decision 

making. They were organized as a classic hienuchal orgmïntion. Both of these 

characteristics continue to shape organizations today. The legacy of the early fowidations 

continues not only in structure, but also in the assumptions and beliefs promoted by their 

founden. The concept of the entrepreneur has evolved in relation to these factors. 

Many of the cumnt nonprofits, especially the formal charities and wmi-formal 
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nonprofits feature hierarchical structures and a high concentration of entrepreneurial 

control. Both of these features are carried over fiorn the e d y  foundations. In the 

contemporary nonprofit, the entrepreneur is not the financier, but rather the p i d  manager 

or the volunteer Board of Directon. Throughout the literature no conmbutors 

conceptualize nonoBoard of Director volunteers as entrepreneurs. In the eumomic 

literature, volunteers at large are seen as providing a labour function. 

In Drucker's management literature, a clear distinction between the entrepreneur 

and volunteen is established. The entrepreneur, or leader, is responsible for setting 

strategy for the organization. The volunteer, on the other hana provides low level 

'tactical ' support for the achievement of the organizational strategy. 

It is evident fiorn the literature review that the entrepreneur is the prime mover of 

the nonprofit organization. However, the literature does not fully explain their role in 

relation to the broader political and social forces that are shaping the nonprofit sector. As 

well, the literature does not provîde any recommendations for any of the existing 

shortcomings facing the nonprofit sector today. 

This thesis seeks to provide these recommendations and bring forth the key 

issues surrounding the entrepreneur. To understand the concept of the entrepreneur in 

relation to these broader ideas, it is necessaq to look at Schumpeter's entrepreneurship 

theory as it was originally put forth- By looking at Schumpeter's work we can extend his 

ideas to the nonprofit organhtion. In particular, this thesis will suggest that 

Schumpeter's work can be expanded to include not only the volunteer board member and 

the nonprofit manager, but other volunteer organizational memben as well. By 
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expanding the concept of the entrepreneur to include more organizational mcipants, 

the capabilities of the nonprofit organimtion as a whole GUI be increased. This may 

provide the nonprofit wîth a greater ability to cope more effectively with the economic, 

social and ideological environment which continue to shape it. 



Cbipter IV. Sebumpeter's entrepreneur as innovator 

The fim part of this section of the thesis will look at Schumpeter's Theoq of 

Economic Developrnent. This theoretical framework is based on a continuously evolving 

process of economic development, taking place in the 'circular flow' . The circular flow 

is comprised of a series of interactions between entrepreneurs who develop i~ovat ive 

production processes and the financies who fund the implementation of these 

production processes. As a result of the innovations of individual producers, the economy 

evolves and the process continues. This section of the thesis will explain the concept of 

the entrepreneur in relation to this circular flow as put forth by Schumpeter. 

Later, this model will be modified to explain events in the nonprofit setting. Some 

of Schumpeter's work can be used in this setting to explain the use of volunteen as 

entrepreneurs. 1 will show that this conceptual model, based upon the Schumpeterian 

model, provides a more thorough understanding of the entrepreneur within the nonprofit 

organization. It will be argued that broadening one's interpretation of the entrepreneur 

within the nonprotit may enhance the capabilities of these organizations. As well, this 

model provides a usefûl blue print for the fùture direction of nonprofit organizations. 

In Schumpeter's 'circular flow' model of economic development the 

entrepreneur is the key to al1 economic activity. The entrepreneur is the prime change 

agent. Through his 'innovations', capitalism continua11 y evolves, creating economic 

progress. While the concept of the entrepreneur is not new, Schumpeter's interpretation 

is different than other contn-butors. The works of Adam Smith, M m  and Heydens place 
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iittle emphasis on the entrepreneur. This chapter will concentrate on this theory which is 

featured in Business Cycles and The Theory of Economic Development, published in 

1 939 and 1934 respectively. 

We should begin by understanding the airn of Schumpeter's work. His work was 

designed to bring some 'wmmon sense' to the study of the circular flow and economic 

theory in general. Schumpeter sought to describe the activities within the economic 

process through the use of theory. For Schumpeter, "theory provided the tools for 

approaching fafts and practical prob~erns."'~ 

His theory begins by amlyzing the fundamental constituent5 of capitalist society. 

Sc hurnpeter identifies two classes of persons in capitalist society. 'The first class, 

' economic subjects ' , are central to economic developrnent Schumpeter descri bes them 

as subjects, with limited individual wntrol over the economy. However, they initiate 

change then seek to educate the consurners, change their consumption wants and 

dernand~.'~ These changes are 'dynamic'. The other members of society comprise the 

second c las. They are not considered 'economic subjects' . However, they are dependant 

on the actions and behavior of economic subjects. The choices, actions and decisions of 

'economic subjects' affect not only themselves but others in society. The economic 

subjects act as producers in an environment which is uncertain and has inherent risks. 

Al1 econornic activity is conducted with one goal in min4 to 'satisfy wants'. In 

73 Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development: An Inquiry info Profits, 

Cupital. Credit. Inîerest. and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934) , 
X. 



contemporary economics this is referred to as utility maxirnization. 

In Schumpeter's model, production takes place within a capitalist economy. 

Schumpeter describes capitalism as the 'wmmercially organized state, one in which 

pri vate property, division of labor, and free cornpetition prevail. "'' For Schumpeter, 

capitalism is also "that form of private property economy in which innovations are 

carried out by meam of bonowed money, which in gen eral... implies credit creatiod"" 

Production is solely designed to M e r  the 'commercial and industrial flow' within the 

capi talist economy. 

In the development of his theory, Schumpeter stresses that events in the economic 

sphere are not isolatd There are broder political and social forces that influence 

economic activity and economic development. This is best described in the following 

quote, "economic development is not explaimd economically but is dragged along by 

the changes in the surrounding world." These changes have entangled the individual 

within capitalist society in a complex net of social and economic connections. 

Economic development is also infïuenced by the past Earlier p e n d  have been 

'forever altered' by certain types of economic, political and social changes. The change 

that Schumpeter describes is spontaneous and discontinuous. It is brought about by 

76 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Business Cycles: A Theutet icaf. Hisioricaf, und Stat isticul 
Anu[vs<s of the Capiralist Process. vol 1 (London: McGraw-Hill Bodc Company, 1939) ,223. 

n Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Dvelopment: An Inquiry into Profits* 
Cùpitd, Credit. Interest. and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934) , 
63. 
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entrepreneurs who are the ". . . bearer of the mechanism of change." " Schumpeter refers 

to the process in which this change occurs as a circular flow. He compares it to "the 

circulation of the blood in an animal organism." " 
Within this circulas flow, the entrepreneur is necessary for the facilitation of 

change. The entrepreneur rearranges existïng production processes, Schumpeter cal 1s 

this an 'innovation'. To implement the innovation, the entrepreneur requires financing, 

'credit'. The entrepreneur must demonstrate his merit to the 'banker' to receive 

necessary credit. In r e m  for credit. the firm pays interest to the banker. Without credit, 

the entrepreneur cannot purchase production inputs to create an innovation. When an 

innovation is successful, it results in entrepreneurial protit These innovations result in 

changes that affect capitalist society. These changes forever aiter an existing state of 

affairs. This is the circular flow, a process that is continually evolving. Given the basic 

assumptions of Schumpeter's work, we cm now look closely look at the inner workings 

of the circular flow. 

Schumpeter's circular flow 

The circular flow is a flow of resources and talent fiom workers to firms and 

govemment. in exchange for their labour, workers acquire purchasing power. In the 

circular flow, two types of production take place. The first is the creation of 'useful 

'' bid-, 61. 

ibid., 71. 
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things', or objects that are consumed. This requires certain 'production forces7 which are 

land and labour, capital and entrepneurial talent. In the s e a n d  f o m  of production, 

'innovation', these factors are arranged differently than the first. Here, the factors are 

used to create a 'new combination'. When this new combination is developed, it creates 

an innovation. While nonprofits do not produce in the sarne manner as Schumpeter's 

commercial and industrial environment, the concept of the circula flow provides one 

means of explaining the activitia within the nonprofit This will be illustrateci in the nea 

chapter. 

There are five alternative methods or types of new wmbinations that can take 

place?' The first method involves the introduction of a new good 'Wat is one with which 

the consumen are not yet farniliar."" The second results in the "introduction of a new 

method of production, that is one not yet tested by experience in the branch of 

manufacture concerne4 which need by no means be founded upon a discovery 

scientifically new, and can also exist in a new way of  handling a commodity 

~ommercially."~ The third method of innovation involves ''openkg of a new market, 

that is a market into which the particular branch of manufacture of the country in 

question has not previously entered, whether or not this market has existed before? 

The fourth includes the "conquest of a new source o f  supply of raw materials or half- 

80 Ibid., 66. 

81  Ibid. 

" Ibid. 

83 ibid. 
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manufactured goods, again irrespective of whether this source already exists or whether 

it has first to be created."" The fifth type of innovation involves "the canying out of the 

new organizations of any industry, like the creation of a monopoly position.. or the 

breaking up of a monopoly position."" 

The person who introduces this new combination is the entrepreneur. '6 For 

Schumpeter, the entrepreneur is not only the business man or person with ownenhip of a 

fim. He sees the entrepreneur very broadly, including, 

"al1 those who actually fulfill the function by which we define the 

concept, even if they are, as is becoming the rule, "dependant" employees 

of a Company, like managers, rnembers of boards of directors, and so 

forth, or even if their actual power to perform the entrepreneun'al 

function has any other foundations, such as the control of a majority of 

shares. As it is the carrying out of the new combinations that consti~es 

the entrepreneur, it is not necessary that he should be permanent1 y 

connected with an individual firm.." 

85 Ibid. 

86 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Khe Theory ofEconomic Development: An Inquiry Înto Pro/il, 
C ~ p i r ~ i .  Credir. Interest. and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1 934) , 
74. 

ibid., 75. 
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The person who is an entrepreneur also performs other kinds of activities in the 

firrn. Schumpeter suggests that the level of wmplexity, specialization and hierarchy in 

capitalist organizations did not allow for one to be an entrepreneur at al1 tirnes? 

Entrepreneurs develop a 'new combination' in one area of a firm. However, it is unlikely 

they will develop new wmbinations in other areas of a firm. Schumpeter emphasizes 

that no one is always creating combinations. 

In the contemporary literature, there is an unstated assumption which implies the 

entrepreneur is a pemanent vocation. The entrepreneur is depicted as the nonprofit 

manager or the volunteer board of director. However, Schumpeter's analysis suggests the 

entrepreneur is "not a profession and as a nile not a lasting condition."" There are two 

points that Schumpeter emphasizes in regard to the entrepreneur. The first point is buried 

within one of his fwtnotes, where he States the entrepreneur is not the risk bearer. " 
Persona1 characteristics such as status do not determine who is an entrepreneur. This is a 

vital element «, his work as he does not define the entrepreneur by his class or status. 

He sees everyone as a potential entrepreneur. Schumpeter explains that "entrepreneurs 

are li ke hotels which are indeed always full of people, but people who are forever 

changing. They consist of prsons which are recruited from below to a much greater 

extent than many of us are willing to admit." '' 

Ibid., 77. 

89 Ibid., 77. 

ibid., 75. 

9' Ibid., 156. 
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However, to become an entrepreneur, one rnust possess certain abilities or skills. 

In this part of Schumpeter's analysis, some conhision arises over the tenn leader and 

entrepreneur. He uses these terms simultaneously, suggesting that one individual may 

play both roles. It appears this is detennined by the context in which this innovation talces 

place as well as the size of the organization. in small finns, the owner may play the role 

of entrepreneur and leader. However, this is not always the case, especially in large 

firrns. 

The entrepreneur has to be able to develop a new combination for a problem that 

falls outside the 'boundaries of routine7. He is called upon to recommend a %est possible 

solution' to a complex problem. In less complex situations, managers are needed, not 

entrepreneurs. Schumpeter makes a clear distinction between the entreprenew and the 

manager. The entrepreneur creates a new combination, while the manager is needed to 

implement new combinations in a profitable manner. The manager is aiso responsible for 

overseeing the operations of a firm. 

In complex situations, leaders create certain conditions which are necessary for 

innovation. They possess intuitive skills and confidence, described as an 'effort of will'. 

Entrepreneurs that step outside the 'bm-ers of routine' have little information or data 

fiom which to develop new combinations To compensate, the leader uses his intuition, 

rather than guessing or relying on saategic assessments and estimations. This requires 

confidence to take actions when information may not be available. An example of a 

military strategist is used to emphasize this point. The leader must possess the 'effort of 

wil17 to deal with issues and barriers that may ultimately arise. These barriers may 



include political, legal and social tensions. 

Some person may attempt to resist innovation which inevitably affects other 

producers and laboren. Innovation "may impose temporary sacrifices, privation or 

increased efforts upon the memben of the community." " Schumpeter suggests that 

innovation displaces some of the producers and supplien in the circular flow. When an 

innovation is introduced, other producers and labor are unable to eani entrepreneurial 

pro fit or wages. Without wage earnings or entrepreneurial profit, they are not able to 

purchase consumption goods. These persons become displaced by the capital ist circular 

flow. Schumpeter was concemed about the broader effects of innovation. He suggests the 

community should assist those displaced by the capitalist economy. 

To carry out an innovation, an entrepreneur rearranges factors of production. 

When the entrepreneur is unable to modifL the use of factors of production, innovation 

will not occur. The innovation will occur elsewhere, and the firm in question may cease 

to exist because they did not innovate. The concept of innovation is wntinuously 

emphasized by Schumpeter as necessary for the wntinual survival of organizations in 

the circular flow. Thus, the entrepreneur and his ability to innovate is dependent on the 

person who finances the means of production. For Schumpeter, this is the 'banker'. 

Entrepreneurs cannot implement innovation without 'banken'. This analysis suggests 

the entrepreneur contributes to the short tenn viability of the firm, but does not 

necessarily contribute to the long term success of a fim. Firms require support fiom the 

92 Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theos, of Economic Development: An Inqu~ty IWO Projirs, 
Capital, Credit, Inferest, and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934) , 
69. 
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banker, if they are to survive. The long tenn viability of a firm will ultimately be 

determined by the banker' s willingness to support innovation. 

In Schumpeter's model, the leader, or entrepreneur, leads the firm into new 

charnels of production. However, this pmon is reliant on the bankers' capital to 

implement a new combination. Schumpeter lays out the pocess of obtaining capital. He 

emphasizes that '- No one other than the entrepreneur needs credit." " The entrepreneur 

seeking credit approaches the banker. This credit provides the entrepreneur purchasing 

power for the acquisition of capital. The M e r  rates the entrepreneur's past 

achievements which determines 'trust worthiness'. If the entrepreneur is able to 

establish a level of tnist worthiness with the banker he is granted credit, 

"Betriebskredit"." This is working capital, the only fonn of credit given by the bank. 

According to Schumpeter's theory, ail  credit is aimed at innovation to m e r  the circula 

flow of economic development. Bankers only provide it to those who demonstrate an 

ability to 'innovate'. Many of these aspects of Schumpeter's work also apply to 

nonprofits, which require resources to create innovations. This will be M e r  exptained 

in the chapter to follow. 

93 Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development: An Inquiry into Projts, 
Capital, Credir. Interest, and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934). 
102). 



The role of capital and interest 

There are two other factors invoived in this transaction, capital and interest. 

Capital is referred to as the 'independent agent' of economic development. It is "nothing 

but the lever by which the entrepreneur subjects to his control the concrete goods which 

he needs, nothing but a means of diverting the factors of production to new uses, of 

dictating a new direction to production." 95 As the theory suggests, capital is vital to the 

process which allows for innovation. 

The other factor is the conccpt of interest. Interest is described as the "ephor of 

the capitalist system."% It acts as a 'brake on development' which controls the 

fluctuation wi-thin the economic sphere. As we have seen, these effects are felt by many 

persons, including economic subjects and the comrnunity at large. Schumpeter was 

conscious of the impacts of capitalist development. However, he was unable to provide 

answers or solutions to the broder problems associated with imovation. Although 

innovation was central to economic development, there are negative consequences that 

arise from development. For example, the nurnber of economic subjects are reduced. 

This creates a two class Society, with persons separated by their ability to purchase 

goods. Schumpeter did not try to solve issues such as this. His analysis recognizes there 

are human costs associated with capitalism. An example would be the loss of purchasing 

power when individuals are displaced by innovation. For Schumpeter, purchasing power 

95 ibid., 1 16. 

% Ibid., 21 1. 
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equated to individual fieedom and independence. Schumpeter recognizes there were no 

easy answers to these issues which had become ingrained in the fabric of capitalist 

society. Rather, Schumpeter used credit as an instrument to limit future economic 

expansion. By limiting fiiture expansion, innovation and the negative consequences of it 

could be controlled. 

Entrepreneurial motivation 

In Schumpeter's circular flow, entrepreneurid talent, IanMabour and capital are 

a11 necessary. Yet the circular flow cannot be generated without entrepreneurs. 

Schumpeter was intrigued by the elements which motivated entrepreneurs. He 

recognized that financial rewards provided the purchasing power necessary to participate 

in a capitalist economy. He called this type of  motivator, the 'dream', which is very 

similar to the wntemporary concept of 'vision7. Schumpeter alço recognized other 

rnotivating factors which he characterizes as the "will to conquer7' and the "joy of 

~ r e a t i n g . ' ~ ~  Entreprenevship and its motivating facton are paramount concerns to 

both the Schumpeterian anaiysis of commercial and industrial production as well as the 

nonprofit. In the next chapter, the concept of the entrepreneur and motivation will be 

further explained in the context of the nonprofit. 

With the t int  type of motivator, perrons are infiuenced by the possibility to 

achieve a level of  social distinction that cornes with being an entrepreneur. This social 



distinction cornes with the introduction of a new combination. If a combination is 

successful, the entrepreneur receives entrepreneurial profit. This entrepreneurial profit is 

fint defined as 'surplus over costs and includes an "appropriate wage for labor 

performed by the entrepreneur, an appropriate rent for any land which may chance 

belong to him, and finally a premium for risk."* As his wage rises, he is able to move 

upwards along the social, political, economic spectrwn. Prior to the innovation, the 

person rnay have been an employee, but afterwards is elevated in status and pay. As such, 

his dependence on others within the circular flow decreases. Essentially, this type of 

entrepreneur is motivated by 'satisfaction of wants' . 

The second motivator is the '%il1 to conquer ..mot for the sake, not of the h i t s  of 

success, but of success itself." * As he notes, the motivational characteristics of these 

entrepreneurs are different than the first. Success is much more important than financial 

rewards. The person motivated in this manner, is an entrepreneur who undergoes 

"hedonistic adaption", moving beyond the initial needs. 

The third motivator is the "joy of creating, of getting things done or simply 

exercising one's energy and ingenuity.""'" This person plays a vital role in the process of 

industrial development. He creates the necessary conditions for investrnent, based on 

successful innovation. Schumpeter suggests that those motivated by the 'joy of creating 

99 Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development: An lnquiry into Profits, 

C.ùpifaf. C ~ L  Interest. and the Business Cycle (Cambridge: Haivard University Press, 1934) , 
93. 
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and the will to conquer' may in fact have their needs met outside of  the capitalist 

economy. It is here where a vital point is brought forth. Schumpeter States that 

"Nevertheless, it is true that the second and third groups of entrepreneurial motives may 

in principle be taken care of by other social arrangements not involving private gain fiom 

economic ~nnovation."'~' This c m  be interpreted to suggest that private p i n  is not a 

satisfactory outcome for those which may not be concerned with satisfaction of wants. 

Schumpeter leaves us with an unanswered question. He briefly touches on the 

subject of entrepreneurs outside of the ind-al context, but does not weave this into his 

theoreticai framework. He a&, " What other stimuli couid be provided, and how they 

could be made to work as well as the "capitalist" ones do, are questions which are 

beond our therne."lo2 

We know fiom his earlier work in Business C'vcfes that entrepreneurs are not 

Iimited to the realm of capitalist indusrial and commercial life. Leadership and 

entrepreneurs exist in other forms, "even in a primitive tribe or in a socialist 

community." 'O3 To understand why they exkt requires us to consider aspects other than 

entrepreneurial profit and credit creation. They exist not only for these reasons, but to 

fiil fil1 the motives that Schumpeter identified. In this next section, 1 will explain how this 

framework wi Il be modi fied to examine the role of the entrepreneur in nonprofit 

'O' Ibid., 94. 

' O 2  Ibid., 94. 

1 O3 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Business Cycles: A Theoreticai. Historicaf, and Statisticai 
Anu[vsis of the Capitaiist Process. vol 1 (London: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1939). 223. 



organizations. 1 will also discuss the difficuities associated with this. 

ModiFying Schumpeter's fnmework 

Schumpeter's circular flow acts as a conceptual map that explains many aspects, 

inc 1 uding the role of the entrepreneur, innovation, capital, credit and interest. However, it 

focuses soiely on 'industrial and commercial life'. In Schumpeter's time, little, if any 

attention was paid to the nonprofit sector in terms of economic discourse. Schumpeter's 

model, nevenheless provides a usehl way of understanding the role of entrepreneurs in 

any type of organization. The entrepreneur is the facilitator of change and the 

implementor of new combinations of innovation. This is especially evident in nonprofit 

organizations where the entrepreneur provides the ingredient to fulfill an organizational 

mission. Nonprofit contributors have recognized the importance of the entrepreneur in 

explaining many aspects of these organizations and Schumpeter's work is frequently 

referenced. However these works only examine a few components of Schumpeter's 

model. Most contributors do not challenge the assumptions upon which Schumpeter's 

model is based. They oAen apply his theories directly fiom the for-profit to the nonprofit 

without consideration of the difference between the two. 

Badelt, for example, identifies the importance of the volunteer component of 

Schumpeter's 'labour' category. Yet he sees volunteer labour as a 'production process'. 

This notion of work as a component of 'production' is misapplied in the nonprofit 

context. Badelt makes little distinction between factory worken, for instance, and 
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nonprofit volunteers. This for-profit paradigm upholds classical economic hierarchies 

which should not be applied in the nonprofit environrnent. Volunteers are not easily 

exchangeable factors of production to be manipulated by paid staff. 

Ackennan's concept of the ideologue recognizes the importance of the 

entrepreneur to the nonprofit, but again, she applies the concept of the entrepreneur 

directly from the original for-profit context The ideoiogue is presented as a high level 

manager with inventive ideas for change. This maintains organizational hierarchies. as 

volunteers and others are not considered potential entrepreneurs. 

The two examples of Badelt and Ac keman suggest the necessity for investigating 

Schumpeter's concept of the circular flow in the nonprofit context. An in depth analysis 

of the nonprofit circular flow may provide practitioners with a greater understanding of 

the different environrnent, activity and mission of the nonprofit. Through this vehicle, 

nonprofits may e x p n d  their conceptual tool box, and realize the potential role for 

volunteers as entrepreneurs. In the next chapter 1 will identifi and d i s c w  aspects of the 

Schumpeterian mode1 that can be modified for the nonprofit setting, beginning with the 

circular flow. 
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Chapter V. Usiag Schumpeter in tbe age of tbe contemporary nonprofit 

The nonprofit circular flow 

One of the key concepts in the previous chapter, the circular flow, is relevant to 

today's nonprofit environment. ï h e  circular flow and its focus on the entrepreneur and 

mission provide the basis for a conceptual Mework  which shows how nonprofits can 

expand their existing abilities. 

The functioning of al1 nonprofits may be described as a circular flow. The 

relationship between intemal and extemal influences on the nonprofit are explained by 

this model. The interactions between intemal and externat aspects are explained in a way 

that accounts for constant change. The circular flow is a dynamic concept which 

highlights the potential for change in organizational behavior. An understanding of the 

complexities and interconnections in the circular flow enables practitioners to assess the 

broader implications of their actions and behaviors. By taking a holistic approach to 

planning, strategy and policy implementation, one can realistically assess the 

effectiveness of their organization. Extemal factors including economic conditions, 

govenunent policy, political influences, prevailing ideology, and global trends are taken 

into account. Of particular importance to the nonprofit environment are social 

conditions, including cultural, community issues and employment conditions. Through 

an assessrnent of an organîzations' place in the circular flow one can identim 

opportunities and limitations of their situation. Most importantly, the circular flow shows 
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how intemal resources can be manipulated to have a positive influence on the extemal 

environment. 

One predominant issue that must be taken into awun t  when lodung at the 

nonprofit environment is its resource dependency. Unlike for-profit entities, which sel1 

products or services to accumulate wealth and capital, nonprofits must rely on extemal 

resources to maintain self-sufficiency. Their financial refiance on govemment grants, 

corporate philanthropy and private donations places them in a tenuous position. Their 

financial resources are outside of their direct control. As a condition of this dependency, 

nonprofits must seek alternative ways to achieve their goals. Because their goals are 

different fiom profit seeking entities, finances are not the nonprofits' dominant concem. 

Alternatively, nonprofits must fmus on their hurnan resources, the part of the internal 

flow which they can control and which achieves their mission to change the human 

condition. 

The internal activities of nonprofit organizations are accomplished by the human 

resources, consisting of both paid and unpaid staff. Members fiom both are able to make 

decisions, establish policy and deliver services. AH of these actions are directed at the 

primary goal of changing the human condition. Both paid and unpaid staff are motivated 

by altruistic intentions and are equally committed to the mission of the nonprofit. Paid 

staff are motivated to some degree by monetary gain, however their commitment to the 

ideals of the nonprofit is not compromised. An indicator of this commitment is that paid 

staff in nonprofits ofken have shorter terms of employment and are paid less than their 

counterparts in the for-profit and governent sectors. Regardless of their position as paid 
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or unpaid staff, what is most important to consider is how a person impacts the intemal 

workings of the nonprofit. Individual choices, decisions, actions and behavior a11 have 

an impact on the circular flow. Although contributions by individuah Vary g~eatly, it is 

the net effect of combined effon that cm increase the tempo of the circular flow. 

The concept of tempo as it relates to the circular flow requires hrther 

explanation. Tempo is a measurement of the impact that the nonprofit has on the 

comrnunity that it serves. It reflects the actualization of change in the human condition. 

The tempo of the circular flow is dificult to quanti@. It measures a numbet of factors 

that determine the success of mission put into action. These include how service is 

offered, quantity, its success at changing lives, and its influence in the community. The 

tempo reflects the individual contributions made by both paid and unpaid staff in the 

nonprofit. Tempo is an abmact concept, one which reflects the non-linear contributions 

of nonprofits to society and which needs to be approached from an intuitive holistic 

perspective. 

The entrepreneur is the primary vehicle for increasing the tempo of the circular 

flow. The entrepreneur is the change agent in the nonprofit organization. By using the 

interna1 resources of the nonprofit, the entrepreneur can find new ideas and methods 

which have a positive effect on its extemal influence. Entrepreneurs provide the 

nonprofit with new perspectives or alternative methods for rearranging resources, to meet 

mission in a better way. In utilizing new sources, the entrepreneur can increase the 

tempo of the circular flow. 

When new methods or perspectives are enacted in the nonprofit an i~ovation 
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occurs. Innovation is the entrepreneun'al idea put into operation- This contributes to the 

mission of the organization. The group that is affeaed the most are the end users in the 

community which the nonprofit serves. An exarnple of such an innovation is a nonprofit 

where an entrepreneur has shifted the coordination of its activities and marketing fiom 

popular media and word of mouth to a more progressive intemet communications 

method. Board meetings, volunteer recmitment, information services, s e ~ c e  delivery 

and the day to day operations are focused on intemet communication. This has several 

advantages, among them are cost savings. Costs are reduced when communication and 

service delivery are removed fiom their physical environment. Less money is required for 

capital investment and property. Recruitment is invigorated by increasing 

communication with its volunteer base. This facilitates the potential for finding 

volunteen to replace paid administrative positions. Respowiveness to its client base is 

i mproved through greater communication with both clients and staff. This increases the 

tempo at which the nonprofit is able to serve the community. The value of individual 

effort and contibution can be more easily recognized and reinforced through this 

medium. A response to this is greater commitment of volunteers to the mission, as they 

beçome more active participants. 

Innovation, as the above example illustrates, is key to the nonprofit's 

effectiveness at s e i n g  the community. The improvements to the lives of the end users 

brought about by innovation nflect the increasing rate at which the nonprofit cycles 

through its circular flow. Innovation is a key concept that illustrates the dynamic nature 

of the circular flow. As the product of the entrepreneur, innovation is the critical point 
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where a concept or idea meets the extenial environment and creates change. This point 

of convergence between the interna1 and extemai aspects provides a focus for ciiscussing 

the complexities involved in the circular flow. 

The intemal functioning of a nonprofit organization follows a three stage cycle. 

Before describing each stage, it must be noted that this cycle is non-linear. In most 

organizations al1 three stages are operationalized simultaneously, in various different 

projects an3 initiatives. The nonprofit entrepreneur can organize ideas and activities in 

al1 three stages. The cyclical stages of intemal development are resource recruitrnent, 

resource application and project or mission assessment 

Resource recniitrnent is the first stage. Both financial and human resources need 

to be identified and pursued. A redistic assessment of short term capabilities is required. 

Organizations must assess the avaitable financial and human resoufces to determine 

whether a project is achievable. 

Resource application involves managing service delivery and the day to day 

operations of the organization. 

Project or mission assessment is the third stage. In this final stage in the internai 

cycle nonprofits must eval uate their performance. Four factors must be considered. It 

must be determined whether human and financial resources were used in the best way 

possible. Secondly, volunteer and paid staff satisfaction ne& to be assessed. This is 

important for rnaintaining a motivateci resource base. Thudly, the satisfaction of 

financial fùnders must be BSSeSSedBSSeSSed Did donon, whether coprate, govemment or others 

receive value for their contributions? Quantitative and quaiitative analysis can be used to 
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assess this value. Close communication with fllnders would also facilitate an assessment 

of their overall satisfaction, and of their likelihood of continuing their support. The 

fourth factor is an assessment of overall mission. Here the nonprofit must assess overall 

impact of their operations on their client base. Is mission king achieved? 

In general, project and mission assessment lead back to the resource gathering 

stage, and the cycle begins again. Results of project assessment are used to reamnge 

objectives for the next cycle of development, and hopefully, of innovation. No single 

period or project can ever fully achieve the mission of an organimtion, and therefore 

continuous cycling and progression is required to rneet the demands of changing extemal 

conditions, as well as the changing needs of their targeted client base. It must be stressed 

that the intemal development of an organization is not as linear as this mode1 suggests. 

Al1 three stages, resource recruitment, application and assessrnent occur simultaneously 

within an organization. Individuals within an organization may be working with different 

aspects of the three stages at the same time. For instance, in a large forma1 nonprofit 

\vit h a hietarchical structure, there are some staff who are responsibie for narrowly 

defined areas of the cycle. The marketing staff may be predominantly concemed with 

resource recruitment. Volunteer coordinators work more with hurnan resource 

application, but also recruitment and assessment. Program directors cross al1 categories, 

from fin~ncial recruitment, to service delivery and assessment. The complexity and 

interconnections between different components and time fiames illustrates the multitude 

of variables which rnake up the intemal circular flow of a nonprofit organization. 

No less complex are the components of the extemal flow. Al1 of the activities of 
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the interna1 flow occur in the context of forces k ing  constantly applied by the social, 

economic and political environrnent. These factors comprise the external component of 

the circular flow. The mission of nonprofits are ofien defined by their response to 

conditions, often negative, created by the external environment. When a nonprofit 

creates a change, they counteract the potential negative impact of extemal environrnent. 

Following is a description of the many of the ways in which the external circular flow 

affects nonprofits. 

Economic conditions can have both a negative and positive effect on a nonprofit. 

For instance a recession might create greater unemployment. This in tum puts new 

pressures on many nonoprotits which must adapt and innovate to meet the new demands 

placed upon them by the comrnunity that needs its service. in response, a nonprofit might 

seek ways to increase the tempo of its intemal cycle. This illustrates some of the 

dynamics between intemal and external flows. A pmicuiar extemal condition may create 

the conditions for an innovative change in the way a nonprofit operates. 

Alternatively, prosperous economic conditions may be beneficial to the nonprofit. 

They may face a lower demand for their services, when there is greater wealth in the 

community. This economic growth may result in increased govenunent spending on 

nonprofits as well as in the private sector. Prosperous corporations will need greater tax 

shelten. This will give them the incentive to donate to nonprofit organizations. 

Another quasi-economic influence is corporate ideology. This, for the most part, 

has had a negative impact on nonprofit organitations. Corporate ideology influences 

peoples perceptions about nonprofits. Economic tenninology has become the nom in 
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pub1 ic discoune. Notions of efficiency, production, and consumption have been defined 

by advertising and marketing propaganda As discwed in the definitions section of this 

thesis, even the definition as 'nonprofit' is defined by what it lacks in comparison to the 

corporation. This has far reaching impact on the perception of nonprofits in public 

discourse. Nonprofits and government services are perceived to be less efficient and not 

as good at providing goods and seMces compared with the private sector. The influence 

of corporate ideology on the structure of fonnal nonprofits is very saong. Nonprofits 

have been forced to mimic structures and processes dominant in the corporate sector 

without due consideration to the very different goals and service they provide. Bottom 

I i ne considerations in resource and program assessment have ofien become paramount to 

service delivery. Corporate ideology is synonymous with government as well. 

Government assessment of nonprofits and their resource allocation use for profit 

standards in determining the value of an organization. 

Governrnent policy is another layer of complexity in the extemal circular flow. In 

many ways, govemment policy is relatively stable, but its cumulative effects over time 

can be drastic. The general neo-liberal policy direction has had insidious effects on 

nonprofts. Advocacy and education groups have ken  hit hardest by changes in the 

political spectnun. Their reliance on govemment fûnding to survive has placed them in a 

very di ficuit position, as policy changes have decreased fiinding to these organizations. 

Many of these organizations do not have recouse to other sources of hding, because 

their organizations are not usually attractive to wrporate donors. For exarnple, women's 

abuse advocacy groups, and women's shetters do not provide high profile services which 
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might promote corporate image. A tobacco corporation, for example is more likel y to 

fund an arts or sports organization because of their image, and greater advertising 

potential. 

The trend toward privatization of governrnent and nonprofit s e ~ c e s  is another 

effect of the nediberal policy arena. Recent cut backs in Manitoba to Child and Farnily 

Services and the privatization of Home Care are examples of this trend. 

On the other hanâ, govemment policy can affkct  nonprofits in positive ways. 

Cornmunity pressure on a particular social issue may cause govenunent to increase 

funding to some nonprofits and to fûnd new programs. Aids Hospices, aboriginal healing 

centers, fitness and recreation programs, including provincial and national sports bodies, 

are examples of govemment funding of community oriented programs. 

The comrnunity represents the extemal social force of the nonprofits circular 

flow.The community shapes the direction of the nonprofits mission. The nonprofit serves 

a mission which is representative of the needs of this community. Individuals or groups 

within the community have specific needs which are not addressed by either the market 

or by government. These needs Vary a great deal. They may range fiom the needs of  

homeless persons for food, clothing and shelter, to the needs of art comoisseurs. Both of 

these examples conespond with a specific mission, " to feed the homeless" or " to 

establish an art gallery." A group, or individuals with this request relies on an existing 

nonprofit to serve its needs. if there are no existing group, a new nonprofit is established 

or the need is tefi d f i l l e d .  

The interna1 and extemal circular flows of nonprofit organizations have been 
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illustrated in this section. The continuous cycling of external and interna1 flows, as 

rnentioned, is complex and non-linear. All aspects of the three intemal stages of resource 

recruitment, application and assessrnent evolve along side the multitude of extemal 

economic, political ,governrnent and community influences. Constant entrepreneurial 

talent and innovation are required for the nonprofit to succeed in this volatile 

environment. The next section wilI explore ways in which the concept of the 

entrepreneur can be better utilized to improve the ways in which nonprofits can affect the 

circular flow and achieve their mission. 

The non profit entrepreneur 

Popular and business definitions of the entrepreneur are inadequate in the 

nonprofit context. The concept of the entrepreneur needs to be revised to include a 

broader range of persons who may contribute to mission by developing new innovations. 

This new paradigm incorporates ideas fiom Schumpeter's original enîrepreneurship 

theory and applies them to the nonprofit context in the current economic, social and 

political arena A new definition of the nonprofit entrepreneur will be fonrarded which 

suggests a broad expansion of the popular understanding of who can be an entrepreneur 

and what roles they can play in nonprofit organizations. 

The entrepreneur is not a permanent position in an organization, with a particular 

set of responsibilities. This view is a misconception engendered by popular and business 

terminoiogy that equates the entrepreneur with the business manager. Anyone in an 
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organization has the potential to be an entrepreneur, fiom paid managers to volunteer 

staff at the front lines of seMce delivery. The entrepreneur is defined by his or her act of 

innovation. This can occur at al1 organiational levels if there is a mechanism in place to 

allow entrepreneurial talent to corne forward No matter how large and forma1 or small 

and informal the organization the potential for talent is the sarne. Not everyone can or 

\vil1 corne fonvard with new ideas, but it is essential that organizational culture 

encourage this development. 

In the current policy arena nonprofits, both large and small, seldom actively 

encourage innovation outside of paid managers and the board of directors. This 

hierarchical structure ofien discourages others in different positions within an 

organization to corne forward with innovation. The more senior paid positions are 

perceived to have the answen to innovation. Unfortunately, the opposite is often hie. 

Participants on the front line, especially volunteers, are better positioned to understand 

the needs of seMce delivery and the effectiveness of mission in operation. This 

organizational culture may intimidate potential contibutors, especially volunteers. 

Often, volunteers are not given the opportunity to communicate their ideas to 

coordinators and managers, making it difficult and fnistrating to create change. 

There are many reasons why nonprofits must look beyond senior staff for 

entrepreneurial talent. Senior level staff may not have the opportunity to recognire 

situations in which innovation might occur. The higher one's position in an organization, 

the more general one's tasks become. Movement up the organintionai ladder goes fiom 

a tactical 'bricks and mortar' role to a conceptual and strategic role. Lnstead of building 
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the house, higher management conceptuahes "how to build the house". This step away 

from building site distances higher level staff fiom the construction of mission. This 

function of upper management is necessary and desirable, but in terms of opportunity for 

innovation, it is overrated. 

Innovation is about specifics, not generalities. This positions individuals that 

work in specific areas better than those in management for potential innovation. This 

includes al1 kinds of support staff, and volunteers. How are they positioned better? They 

know the issues intimately and have first hand experience with them. In the case of 

volunteers, mission is the dnving reason for their participation in the nonprofit. As they 

are without renurneration, their motivation is solely based on helping others and personal 

satisfaction. Working directly on the fiontlines, these individuals see the direct impact of 

the extemal environment and how it affects the circular flow in a way that managers 

cannot. The nonprofit entrepreneur works at this point of convergence between activity 

and result, at the juncture of intemal and extemal circular flows. It is here where 

innovation is most likely to occur. Paid staff and volunteers with such direct experience 

ofken have an intuitive ability to recognize the limitations and shortfalls of service 

delivery, and possess a knowledge of what will work to improve the situation. 

So far, this thesis has discussed the concept of the entrepreneur as a kind of 

philosophy; as a way of perceiving the potential for innovation. What, exactly, 

constitutes an innovation has not k e n  defined. The discussion about the tasks of the 

entrepreneur has been deliberately vague for several reasons. There are no hard and fast 

niles for defining the activity of the entrepreneur. However, there needs to be a practical 
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basis, and a tangibIe definition of the entrepreneur, otherwise it becornes just another 

management bunword that is not taken very seriously. The entrepreneur defines herself 

by innovation. Here, Schumpeter's notion of activities which are inside and outside the 

boundanes of routine becomes important- Whereas, the manager, or so-called 

'entrepreneur', may lead an organization with the sawy of having prospected every 

second page of every single edition of the Harvard Business Review, he nonetheless may 

not achieve anything outside the bound~es of his MBA. This example is a bit facetious, 

but it makes an important point. Innovation occurs outside the boutldaries of expectatioa 

A precise definition of the activities of  the entrepreneur would defeat the notion 

itself. Innovation cannot be pigeon-holed by a five step program or çome other 

convenient categorical device. Some generalities, however, can be identified innovation 

is contextual. What may be an innovation for one organization may be routine in another. 

This depends on the size, position, development and sophistication of particular 

organizations. For example, an internet discussion group might be very innovative for a 

small informal nonprofit that previously relied on quarterly meetings to communicate. 

However, for a large formal organization, a website is hardly innovative. The point here, 

is that it is impossible to judge what constitutes an innovation and what does not, from an 

extemal perspective. innovation is what works in achieving the mission of an 

organization. This mission may be as simple as fund raising for a cornmunity club, or as 

sophisticated as providing meaningful work for the disabled. An assessrnent of 

innovation would be very different betwcen these groups, and could ody be made by the 

members themselves and the community they serve. No matter how simplistic the 
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innovation appears to others, it rnay nonetheless constitute entrepreneurial success, if it 

succeeds at mission. 

There are many issues to consider when thinking about who the concept of  the 

entrepreneur is Iikely to apply to, parîicularly arnong large, formal nonprofits. Some 

entrepreneurs rnay aise fiom permanent or temporary staff, paid or  unpaid. Others rnay 

come from outside the organization itselE Even if a person has only a peripheral contact 

with the nonprofit, he might have new ideas to bring forward which reflect his 

experience and insight into the wrnrnunity served by the nonprofit. This entrepreneur 

rnay only attend meetings once a month, nonetheless, his ideas should not be dismissed. 

Talent should not be measured by the amount of time a person spends in an organization. 

Persons outside the forma1 boundaries of a nonprofit rnay have greater insight 

into the needs of the clients served by the nonprofit. Community trends and infiuences 

rnay only surface fkom an outsiders perspective. They might see a particular need in the 

community that is not met by the nonprofit, and might offer suggestions about expanding 

the rote of the nonprofit. Such petsons might also have a keen awareness of private 

cornpetition in service provision, and rnight be able to inform the nonprofit of current 

trends. 

Following is a closer examination of the sources of  entrepreneurial talent within 

different levels of nonprofit organizations. This includes both fonnal and informal 

nonprofits with varying degrees of sophistication. Some rnay be entirely volunteer bas&, 

othen come together on an ad hoc basis for a short period o f  time or for a specific cause 

or goal. We begin with an analysis of paid and then unp id  staff in fonnal nonprotit 
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organizations. Strategic and operational management will be discussed first, followed by 

support staff. Finally, the traditional role of volunteers will be assessed at both the board 

of directors level and the fiontlines of service delivery. 

Strategic management represents the upper level of nonprofit management. Most 

staff are permanent, well paid senior employees. Often they are the spokespeople of the 

organization, and have a higher degree of power and influence than other staff at the 

operational and support levels. They are responsible for steering the course of the 

nonprofit, and thus they view the organization from a very broad perspective. They are 

skilled at handling the multiple tasks required for strategic planning. However, the 

emphasis on administrative work places them in a position which makes it difficult to 

create innovation. In the larger fonnal nonprofits, they are rarely involved with 

individual service delivery, and may have only a marginal lcnowledge of the activities of 

operational staff. Strategic management is an important fhction in the nonprofit, but 

contrary to popular belief, it is not the best source for innovative ideas. 

Operational management deals with speci fic areas of nonprofit management. This 

i ncl udes program specialists including volunteer co-ordinators, program administrators, 

fundraisen and information technologists. These positions are usually either permanent 

or longer term contract work, ofien dependent on specific ptograms and funding 

constraints. They have specific expertise in their field and are more likely than strategic 

management to create innovation. They take direction ffom senior management and 

administer or implement programs. Essentially, operational management üsually plays 

the role of the 'gate keeper' of innovation. If they do not themselves recognize sources of 
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innovation, they nonetheless take charge of implementing the innovations recognized by 

others. 

Unpaid volunteer staff make up the final component of  our analysis of nonprofit 

staff. There are two areas of volunteer @cipation: the board of  directors level and the 

front line 'labour' level. At first sight this seems like a peculiar arrangement. In formal 

nonprofits there are volunteers a t  the very top, with paid staff in the middle and 

volunteers again on the front lines. This begs the question, why are there so many paid 

staff in the middle? This unusual state of affairs has its roots in the historic ongins of the 

modem nonprofit. The nineteenth centwy foundation exemplified this pattern. Wealthy 

industrialist donated their time and money to implement noriprofit organizations. In this 

way, the industrialists performed a similar role as the volunteer board of directors in 

contemporary nonprofits. The wealthy philanthropist staffed the foundation with paid 

employees, usuaily men. On the other side of the organization, volunteers, usually 

women, conducted service delivery. These women were often the wives of  business 

managers and other social elite. The masculine notion of the entrepreneur has its roots in 

this state of affairs. The traditional role of volunteers has atso k e n  circumscribed by this 

historical antecedent. 

The volunteer board of directors in nonprofit organizations often consists of two 

types of  community representation. Predominant are economic figures, fitting the 

popular definition of 'business entrepreneurs'. These figureheads are usually 

representatives of the business elite who are expected to bring sound financial 

management and politicai sawy to the organization. Secondary representation comes 
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fiom community leaders who have special insight into the particular mission of the 

nonprofit. 

The business people represented on the board contribute to the popular notion of 

the entrepreneur. Their role as business leaders, as 'entrepreneurs', is often applied to 

their work with nonprofit organizations without a second thought. This conhbutes to the 

notion that enîrepreneurship is sirnply capitaiist business management. Unfortunately, 

many nonprofits follow this ideology by concentrating on recruiting high profile business 

representatives for their board of directors. There are serious problems with this scenario, 

because these business representatives typically are not entrepreneurs in the 

S humpeterian context. They are usuall y very conservative people, who have had success 

by aggressively competing in the marketplace with great capital at their disposal. Most 

have not developed new combinations in the economy, but have simply managed existing 

operations with great success. As the for-profit arena of product and service delivery is of 

a very different nature than the nonprofit environment, the business person may have 

difflculty understanding the different goals of the organization. More often than not, for- 

profit managers in the nonprofit context do not understand the sources of innovation. 

They seldom recognize the point of convergence between seMce provision and mission. 

Having k e n  accustomed to managing fkom the top down oniy, they are unli kely to 

undentand the sources of nonprofit innovation. It is difficult to l a v e  corporate ideology 

at the doorstep of the boardroom to change one's perspective. 

Some business board of directors have particular talents and skills which can be 

utilized to the benefit of the nonprofit. Funci-raising and marketing skills, for instance. 
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With these talents, business board of directors are able to use their skill to advance the 

circular fiow, and promote entrepreneurship. Unfortunately, popular discourse on the 

subject recommends that Board of Directon should not be directly involved with the day 

to day operations of an organization. They suggest Board of Directon play a role in the 

overall direction of the nonprofit, but not on the specitics. Such recommendations are 

based on for-profit ways of thinking, but this is out of place in the nonprofit context. 

Nonprofit Board of Directors have a different function. They are not there to make a 

profit. They are there to create change in the human condition. This requires a different 

kind of en t re~rene~al  talent. 

Community leaders and community representation on the board of directors is a 

secondary component. These individuals are excellent sources for entrepreneurial talent. 

Nonprofits should emphasize their participation on the Board of Directon. Community 

leaden are able to respond to innovation because they are aware of the issues and 

external influences on the nonprofit. 

Vol unteers on the other end of the organization often play a labour function in the 

nonprofit. When volunteers are used strictly as labour, their depth of experience is very 

limited. However, when given the opporhuiity to work multiple tasks, insight can be 

gained which cm contribute to a volunteer's ability to recognize situations where 

entrepreneurial talent can surface. Unfortunately, many nonprofits abuse the labour 

function and do not redize its potential. Paid managers tend to view volunteer labour 

with a very limited perspective. They becorne accustomed to certain processes of 

organizing and delegating îasks to volunteers. This limits their perspective of what 
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volunteers can do. This results in a situation where menial tasks are delegated to 

volunteers, and the potential for innovation is reduced, regardless of how much 

encouragement and appreciation the volunteer is given. 

Management of volunteen in the traditional way of organizing and delegating 

routine and compartmentalized tasks fails to utilize the most fertile potential source for 

entrepreneurial talent. Nonprofit organizations need to expand the role of the volunteer, 

to include a11 aspects of operations, strategy, resource recruitment and labour. A new 

paradigm is needed which uses the volunteer as the focal point of the nonprofit 

organization. Volunteers should be allowed to take on as much responsibi lity as they 

want, depending on their interests and abilities. There is a misconception that volunteen 

do not contribute as much to nonprofits as paid professionals. This perception is false. 

Volunteers, by the very fact of their voluntary participation, have proven their loyalty to 

the cause. To expand the role of the volunteer a change in this perception needs to take 

place. The nonprotit culture needs to see volunteen as potential professionals, rather 

than pawns of program implernentation. Volunteers should be allowed a higher levei of 

responsibility within forma1 nonprofits, even if this inm'nges on the security of  paid staff. 

Ultimately, fiom a conservative, mission oriented point of view, it is preferable to have 

volunteers in place of paid staff wherever possible. This opens up resources for direct 

activity aimed at achieving mission. For example, a provincial sports body which 

repiaced a paid administrator with volunteer labour could re- allocate the former money 

reserved for the salary to direct program enhancement. 

The change to viewing volunteers as professionals and entrepreneurs does not 
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entail the wholesale abandonment of the traditional view of volunteers as labour. It must 

be admitted that many volunteers want nothing other than to play their srnaII incremental 

role in seMce delivery. This role is an important component of nonprofit funaioning 

that must not be underestimated, nor taken for granted. What this thesis suggests is that 

we must think of volunteers in a much broder context. Nonprofits must realize that 

volunteers are as capable as paid s M a t  any position or level of  an organization. 

The advantages of utilizing voiunteen at al1 organizational levels include 

enhanced entrepreneurial talent. Volunteers experienced in multiple roles boîh inside and 

outside the organization may be in a better position to create a new 'combination', as 

Schumpeter calls them. The greater numbers of volunteers, combined with their diverse 

and varying Iife and work experiences, constitute a greater potential pool of 

entrepreneurial talent in cornparison to paid staff. Paid staffofken perform their work 

'within the boundaries of routine'. They are working to eam their living and for personal 

satisfaction. Their particular position, with its job description and certain responsibilities, 

circumscribes their experience and their ability to seek new ways of working and 

thinking. Most paid staff are to some extent dependent on the income they receive fiom 

the nonprofit. This dependency fosters a conservative attitude. A paid professiona 1, for 

example, is unlikely to find an inspiring new way of working which contradicts her job 

description and particular role within an organization. Paid staff are unlikely to bite the 

bureaucracy that feeds them. 

Another entrepreneurial advantage of volunteers is their front line experience. 

Volunteers often becorne members of a particular nonprofit organization because of a 
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life experience. An obvious exarnple would be a care giver who volunteers for an 

Alzheimer's organization because of a family experience with the disease. An emotional, 

intuitive comection to the mission of a nonprofit can result fiom such an experience. 

The tremendous cornmitment and resolve of han& on, front line volunteers can 

transform into innovative program pol icy and strategic development, but on1 y if 

organizational culture promotes tfris. Their keen perception of the extemal social, and 

community environment, places them at the point of convergence between internat and 

external circular flows. This is the moment of service delivery. A meals on wheels 

vol unteer reflections of an elderly clients life expenences and the various social and 

economic injustices suffered as well as the community support, create an amalgam of 

intuitive and practical experience which informs her perception. Perhaps her 

cornmitment and respect will generate an innovation. An example of this might be a new 

program which delivers nostalgia, as well as an ethnic meal to the elderly. 

Any volunteer who has demonmted entrepreneuriai talent should be considered 

to take on operational Ievels of the nonprofit. The particular status, or length of time the 

vol unteer has been with the organization are not important. Anyone, in the right 

circumstances and at the right time may create innovation. Ambition and creativity 

should not be penalized or suppressed due to organizational structure. Perhaps succession 

of management in a nonprofit could be decided by placing innovative volunteers in staff 

positions, as they become vacant, or when the nonprofit is seriously bit by a reduction in 

funding. Why not replace resource dependence with entrepreneurial independence? 



The new model: A conceptual paradigm 

The objective of this new model of volunteer entrepreneurship is not create a 

'how to' manual for nonprofit organizations. This wouid be impossible given the great 

variation in size, level of formality and mission of nonprofits. Rather, the goal is to 

open up a new way of thinking about the potential for volunteer contributions to 

nonprofits. It is not the place of this thesis to suggest ways in which this could, or should 

be implemented. In this era of formulaic prescriptions of management theory, with its 

clut of acronyms, an antidote is needed. 
Y 

Writers in public administration literature, Brudney, for example, have only 

approached volunteer management fiom a labour, or resource function model. This 

does iittle to enlighten our perspective. Volunteers should not be treated in the same way 

that labour is used in the for profit context. The nonprofit volunteer is fundamentally 

different, as this thesis suggests. 

Individual organizations must themselves search for ways to promote the 

volunteer as entrepreneur. This thesis seeks to allow nonprofits a window in which they 

can appreciate the volunteer, and take the concept of the entrepreneur seriously. There 

can be no universally applicable theory on how to accomplish this, as every situation is 

different. The concepts and ideas presented in this paper constitute a toolbox out of 

which organizations can begin to build mechanisms to promote the voluntary 

10.1 Jeffrey Brudney, " Designing and Managing Volunteer Programs" in The Jossey-Boss 

Hundbook of Nonprofir Leadership and Munugemenr ed. Robert D. Hermann (San Francisco: 
Jossey- Bass Publishers, 1994) ,279-302. 



entrepreneur. 

The concept of the volunteer entrepreneur is a holistic approach to nonprofit 

organization which integrates systerns thinking, i.e. the circular flow, with conceptual 

tools forged to help the nonprofit achieve its mission. The broadly defined 

Schumpeterian entrepreneur, integrates al1 levels of nonprofit organizations and places 

them on a level playing field where hierarchies of structure and process become less 

important than talent and innovation. 



Chrpter M. Conclusion 

What follows is a chapter by chapter sumary  of important arguments and 

findings. The chapter on detinitions identifies the ways in which nonprofits have been 

characterized. Nonprofits' tax exempt status and legal-structural definitions contribute to 

Our perception of the place of nonprofits in society, particularly of their acceptance by 

govenunent and the community. Such definitions highlight the hierarchical forrnality of 

large nonprofits and provide an international reference point for comparative analysis. 

Lesal-structural definitions, however, do not account very well for informal nonprofits. 

Drucker's 'hurnan change agent' definition provides a mission oriented definition which 

enables the reader to think differently about the fiuiction and purpose of nonprofits. 

Analysis of the negative definition of 'non' protits provides insight into the fiequent 

misapplication of for-profit structures and ideology in the nonprofit sector. 

The literature review and critique illustrates the lack of an encompassing body of 

theoty and analysis specific to nonprofit studies. Problems facing nonprofits are often 

studied in depth, but ideas for solutions, and ways to move forward are rare. Writers on 

altniism were narrow in focus, providing an individualist, liberal focus on the needs and 

desires of individuals who choose to donate their time or money to nonprofits. No author 

successfully presents a social or community approach for explaining altniism. Attempts 

at this were, at best, examples provided by individual watersheds in social history, not of 

broader sociaühistorical trends. The section on contemporas, writers on entrepreneunhip 

theory suggests the importance of the concept to nonprofit studies. However, the scope of 
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the entrepreneur is limited to a management funaion. The popular undentanding of the 

entrepreneur as a successfÛ1, inventive b u s i n e s s p e ~ n  is upheld in much of this 

literature. In this scenario the difference between the for-profit and nonprofit 

entrepreneur is merely a prefix. The historical analysis by Hall is important for the 

understanding the ongins of the nonprofit's close link with business. Corporate 

philanthropy and the development of foundations contributed to the structural similarities 

of formal nonprofits. Hal lys analysis illustrates how little stnicturd change has oçcurred 

within formal nonprofits since their inception. Gender roles, hierarchies and power 

relationships can be explored in this historical context. The management literature on 

nonprofits remains deeply rmted in the capitalist context. Few contributors push the 

boundanes of existing for-profit management theory. Drucker provides a different 

approach, which reconceptualizes many components of traditional management theory. 

His ho1 istic approach is refreshing, although it is still conventional in its for-profit 

sentiment. Drucker's mission focus for nonprofit managers is a useful concept, but is 

limited by Drucker's acceptance of traditional roles and hierarchies in nonprofit 

organizations. The public administration literature provides very important insight into 

the contemporary political and economic conditions in which nonprofits exist. Problems 

are defined and analyzed, but no tangible solutions are sought. This is the main failing of 

this literature. Issues are raised, but no suggestions are put forth about how problems may 

be overcome. Resource dependency, neo-liberal policy change, downloading, 

accountability, effectiveness and information technology comprised much of this 

iiterature. 
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The chapter on Schumpeter presents a fùll analysis of the main currents of his 

work. Schumpeter's theory of the circular flow and the entrepreneur provides a common 

sense approach to theory. The focus is on people, not production and on seeking internal 

solutions rather than extemal. The two components of the circular flow, the intemal and 

extemal are fundamental concepts for understanding the whole fwictioning of an 

organization- Schumpeter's theory of the entrepreneur is vital in that it recognizes the 

fluidity of the concept between levels and structures within an organization. This critical 

component of his theory seems to have been overlooked. 

The chapter entitled, Using Schumpeter in the age of the contemporary nonprofit, 

presents the beginning of a new conceptual mode1 aimed at brdeniog the perspective 

and functioning of nonprofit organizations. The section on the nonprofit circular flow 

uses Schumpeter's ideas to explore the possibilities for self-awareness among nonprofits. 

It provides an alternative viewpoint from which nonprofits can re-assess the interactions 

between interna1 and extemal components of their specific environment. This is the first 

stage in assessing the potential for entrepreneur talent at al1 levels of an organization. 

Human ability and motivation is the primary focus of the intemal nonprofit circular flow. 

This is quite different from the 'production function' of most business enterprises. 

Innovation can increase the tempo at which the intemal flow moves. The extemal 

circular flow is illustrated in the context of its own complexity. The interrelationships 

between political, economic, social, community and government are illustrated in a way 

that encourages practitioners to understand them as a web of reality, and not as separate 

components. The point of convergence between internal and extemal circular flows is 
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made a focal point of an organization's activity. This point of convergence is where 

tangible change occurs, and where innovation and the potential for entrepreneun'al talent 

is greatest. 

The section on the nonprofit entrepreneur suggests that nonprofits must expand 

their vision of the entrepreneur to include all levels within an organization, especially 

volunteers. The situational context for the potentiai for innovation is explored at al1 

organizational levels. Volunteers are identi fied as the most l i kel y source for innovative 

talent due to many variables, including proximity to senice delivery, proximity to the 

point of convergence in the circular flow, volume, specific talent and othen. Expanding 

the role of volunteers to include al1 organizational levels is recommended, and traditional 

hierarchies are challenged by insight derived fiom the circular flow and the volunteer 

entrepreneur. 

The New Model 

The concept of the circular flow and the nonprofit entrepreneur challenge many 

of the assumptions upon which nonprofits have relied. The organizational culture of 

contemporary nonprofits &te back to the 19' century period and the rise of the 

Foundation. This formative era carried forward many of the assumptions and beliefs 

about nonprofits that are ai11 in use today. The close link with for-profit management 

theory emerged at this time. Foundations were mdeled afler the enterprises of the 

wealthy industrialists who created them. Characteristics include a high degree of 
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centralization, division of labour, and a hietarchical structure. This organizational culture 

is still prevalent today among formai nonprofits. 

In the contemporary nonprofit environment, these traditional structures do not 

sufice in dealing with the external pressures brought about by downsizing and an ofien 

hostile nediberal policy agenda. Furthermore, the traditional nonprofit culture is 

intinsically lirnited by its structure, to allow for new and innovative ideas to surface. 

Little effort has been made to re-shape nonprofits, in order that they may succeed in 

achieving mission in the dynamic and changing world of which we are al l part. 

Some nonprofits will not be able to survive with the limited tools available to 

them in the current policy arena Mission becomes harder to achieve when nonprofits 

accede to the ideological perspective of government and private donors. 

The traditional paradigrn also fails to account for the real diversity among 

nonprofit organizations, especially less forma1 varieties. There are lots of different types 

of organizations, structures, cuitures and compositions. Many of which should not be 

pigeonholed by the formal definitions of nonprofits. 

The concept of the circular flow attempts to incorporate al1 the divergent extemal 

and intemal influences on nonprotits, regardless of their particular standing as forma1 or 

informal, large or small. Applying Schumpeter's idea about the circular flow illustrates 

the necessity for nonprofit managers to start thinking differently. By îaking a holistic 

approach new avenues of mission achievement and intemal organization can be 

irnplemented which are outside the boundaries of routine; thiit is, outside the boundaries 

of the accepted noms of nonprofit management and operations. 



How can a new way of thinking and managing be enacted? Managers of 

nonprofits need to begin thinking about their role more as co-ordinators rather than as 

managers. Nonprofit management typically follows the for-profit model. Production, the 

manipulation of inputs and outputs, and the delegation of duties to others constitute the 

work of managers. This business model is out of touch with the nonprofit environment. 

To ccoordinate rather than manage means to have Iess direct control over the activity of 

the organization. Co-ordinators remain at an arms length fiom the activities they oversee. 

In this position, they may be responsible for promoting a culture in which innovation is 

fostered among volunteers and other staff mernbers. Delegation of tasks is decided on 

individual judgement of senice providers and operational staff. This empowers staff at 

aI1 levels of an organization and promotes mission achievement by motivating 

individuals. Increased autonomy opens barriers to innovation, by invigorating volunteer 

cornmitment. Co-ordinators can focus on intrinsic rewards, such as a sense of 

accornplishment and belonging, rather than extemal motivators, such as a salary. 

A tailored approach to each individual, at al1 levels of an organization is required. 

Large organizations need to recognize the value of volunteers not only as labour. For 

paid management in nonprofit organktions it is tw' easy to underestimate and 

undervalue the contribution of volunteen. Their vantage point may be far fiom the 

realities of service provision. Co-ordinators must begin to see the volunteer as the 

fundamental reference point for the organization. A nonprofit should represent the sum 

of individual missions. The nonprofit is a collective of people gathered to change a 

pariicular aspect of the human condition. Vol unteers usuall y constitute the largest 
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component of its members. As such, the volunteer should be paramount at al1 

organizational levels. At present, co-ordinators must develop ways to allow volunteers to 

fulfill their own goals. This is the way fonvard to creating innovation through volunteer 

entrepreneurship. 

How can this be done? One way to begin might be to survey al1 volunteers about 

why they volunteer for this particular organization. Find out more about their 

motivations, values, skills and interests. This information cm be utilized to give 

volunteen an opportunity to use their unique skills in ways which are not part of the day 

to day operations of the nonprofit. A nurnber of accountants, for example, might wish to 

volunteer their expertise at a higher organizational level. With this information a CO- 

ordinator might be able to replace a paid position with a nurnber of committed 

volunteers. Organizations can begin to professionalize their volunteer base by moving 

innovators up to CO-ordinating positions. This might mean replacement, or partial 

replacement of paid staff by outstanding volunteers. In this way, an open organizational 

culture can create intrinsic incentives for innovation. Another method for motivating 

volunteers is to research the vatue of their cornmitment. Provide volunteers with 

information on the tangible results their effort is providing. 

The ideas presented above, by no means constitute a how-to mode1 for 

broadening volunteer piiriicipation in nonpmfits. As stated previously, each individual 

organization must develop their own ideas about volunteer participation. The ideas 

suggested here are merely examples of what is possible, not prescriptions of how to 

implement change. Every organization is different, and some are not responsive to 
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change. This is a perfectly acceptable nality for many organizations. In çome cases, if 

you move quickly to re-arrange an organization you risk alienating resources, staff, 

community and clients alike. O r ~ t i o n a l  culture, especiall y among large, formal 

nonprofits, cannot be changed quickly. Incremental change rather than transfomative 

change is oflen more successfùl at changing the direction of  such an organization. Any 

change is dependent on a multitude of factors, many of which are extemal to the 

nonprofit and thus cannot be controlled. Govemment regulation and policy, for instance, 

might prohibit certain kinds of innovation, especially if the nonprofit is dependent on 

government for its financial resources. 

The concept of the circular flow is a usehl tool for any organizition to assess the 

impact of service delivery and volunteer participation. Schumpeter7 s model, as applied to 

the nonprofit provides insight into the point of convergence between the intemal 

operations of the nonprofit and the external environment where s e ~ c e  provision is 

achieved. The circular flow can be applied to any organization, from a lemonade stand 

staffed by a couple of children fund raising for school programs, to a multinational 

nonprofit such as the Red Cross. The circular flow can be applied intemationally, across 

cul turai and political divisions. By comparing the operation of nonprofits across 

economic, political and cultural noms, the practitioner c m  gain insight into the nature of 

altruism, and a new perception of what is possible. 

Nonprofits in poor, 'underdeveloped' countries are very different from the rich 

western nonprofit bureaucraties. Yet, a comparative analysis of the circular flow of each 

might lead to insights which could benefit both. In very poor areas, Bangladesh for 
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instance, volunteer entrepreneurship may be very strong. Even though there is little 

economic prosperity there is a substantial arnount of innovation taking place. Perhaps 

this is because of necessity. A nonprofit rnay be entirely voluntary, informa1 and have 

vey  little resources, yet their mission may be very immediate, feeding homeless children 

for example. The dire necessity of the extemal circular flow is ripe for innovation to 

occur. Why is this the case? There is less organizational hierarchy, and more willingness 

to listen to any solution that might corne forward. The urgent need pushes the tempo of 

organizational change. 

Western nonprofits tend to be more formal, Iarger, and possess far greater 

resources, yet their mission is often less urgent tban that of the poor informa1 nonprofits 

of the developing world. A systematized, structured hierarchy inhibits organizational 

change. The somewhat lower urgency of mission. combined with bureaucratie features 

results in a different perspective on the need for innovation. Even so, innovation is just as 

desirable in the affluent nonprotit as it is in those that struggle to survive. 

A cross-cultural, and socio-economic cornparison of nonprofits may be 

accomplished by using the circular flow as a mechanism. An analysis of the vastly 

different extemal circular flows across cultures and nations rnay provide connections 

which can bring together new ways of organizing nonprofits For example, the 

incremental policy change characteristic of western governrnents constitutes a very 

different extemal influence than the civil unrest, and totalitarian regimes found in other 

areas of the world. In this way, the concept of the circular flow cm be used to find new 

ways of defining the role of mission7 service delivery, volunteers and entrepreneunhip. 



The Nest Step 

The conceptual framework presented in this thesis suggests ways in which the 

concepts of the circular flow, entrepreneurship theory and increased volunteer 

participation can improve nonpro fit organizations. As yet, these are untested ideas. There 

is a need to validate and substantiate the focus on volunteen and informai nonprofits. 

Many aspects of nonprofits, both formal and informal need to be studied and assessed. A 

varie- of data can be gathered fiom nonprofits to substantiate these ideas. We need to 

find out more about the role of innovation. We need to find out how mission is achieved 

at al1 levels of size and formality. issues which require investigation include the 

relat ionshi p between resowce dependency and innovation. What is an appropriate 

mixture between resowces and innovation? Obviousl y. both are required, but how rnuc h 

is one dependent on the other? Investigating these aspects will allow nonprofits to refine 

concepts in the circular flow. 

Another important area for future research involves finding out more about the 

types of nonprofits that receive the least attention, the informal nonprofits, especially in 

developing countries. How is mission achieved with few resources? How is this different 

from western nonprofits? What role do entrepreneurs play, and how is innovation 

accomplished? Who are the entrepreneurs? In developing countries a greater number of 

women than men volunteer for nonprofits. Perhaps studying this can help nonprofits in 

other contexts to see the entrepreneur as a gender equal concept. 

Finding out more about informal nonprofits in developing countries may increase 
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a wareness about global responsibilities of nonprofit mission. Tm O Aen nonprofits are 

mandated only within their national boundaries. Perhaps awareness and cwperation 

with other cultures and nationalities may resuft in global partnerships. This could change 

the way nonprofits operate, and expand the scope of the entrepreneur. Reallocating 

resources where need is most urgent may result in better service delivery and a more 

eq ut tab le division of resources between developed western communities and developing 

comrnunities. This would accelerate the rate at which nonprofits serve mission by linking 

human and financial resources globally. We see this happening already with the 

Mennonite Brethren, which coordinates with informa1 nonprofits in developing counties. 

Such partnerships may be a fertile ground for shanng information, strategy and 

innovation. The wealthy westem nonprofits can share information and communication 

resources, such as internet access, to facilitate a closer interaction across physical 

1 imitations of time and space. individual commun~cation, between vol unteers working in 

very divergent extemal social, economic, political and community environments could 

provide new insight and innovation. For example, much can be learned fioin nonprofit 

entrepreneurs in developing communities who achieve mission despite a nearly total lack 

of financial resources. Many insights can be gained fiom their example, even at the 

hi gher management levels of wealthy bureaucratie western nonprofits 

However, before any of this can be accomplisheci, nonprofit piactitioners need to 

gather data fiom nonprofits in a global context, and try to assess the potential for 

connections, partnerships and entrepreneurial innovation. 
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